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Preface

This guide is intended for Oracle application developers and Oracle partners with
access to internal Oracle tools, who want to understand the concepts behind Oracle
Social Network and use its REST API to integrate Oracle Social Network into their
environment.

Audience
This guide is for developers who want to create one or more of the following Oracle
Social Network integrations:

• Social Plugin integrations: integrating a component of Oracle Social Network
into your external application; for example, adding a standalone Conversation as
an iFrame.

• Social Object integrations: integrating data from your external application into
Oracle Social Network; for example, displaying Oracle Cloud CRM data in a Social
Object.

• App integrations: making an application available for addition into Oracle Social
Network Conversations, such as a poll-taking app.

• Custom integrations: creating a new application that integrates Oracle Social
Network data into it seamlessly.

This guide assumes that you understand Oracle Social Network and its features. To
get the most benefit from this guide, you should also be familiar with the following:

• HTML (including CSS and JavaScript)

• XML, XSD, and XSL syntax

• JSPs, JavaScript, and/or Java

• Content management tools and processes

• General web concepts, and website development tools and practices

Notes About Hyperlinks in This Document
If you are using the Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) version of this document
and the URL breaks onto a new line, clicking the link will not work.

Copy and paste the URL into your browser to resolve the destination.

URLs for the Oracle Social Network developer website are applicable only if you have
access to a running instance of it.

The URL for the Oracle Social Network developer website is shown in this
documentation as:
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https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/<path>/<page>.

The <staging-instance> segment of the URL represents the host and port information
for your Oracle Social Network environment.

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle
Accessibility Program website at http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?
ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support

Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support
through My Oracle Support. For information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/
lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs
if you are hearing impaired.

Related Documents
The Oracle Social Network developer website contains sample code, powerful tools,
and reference information that are designed to help developers integrate applications
with Oracle Social Network.

If you have access to the developer website, you can find it here:

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/index.jsp

where <staging-instance> represents the host and port information for your Oracle
Social Network staging environment.

If you do not have access to the site, you can ask your Oracle Social Network
administrator to add the developer privilege in your user profile.

Conventions
Text conventions, including bold, italics, and monospace, are used to indicate certain
kinds of content.

Convention Meaning

boldface Boldface type indicates graphical user interface elements associated with
an action, or terms defined in text or the glossary.

italic Italic type indicates book titles, emphasis, or placeholder variables for which
you supply particular values.

monospace Monospace type indicates commands within a paragraph, URLs, code in
examples, text that appears on the screen, or text that you enter.
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1
Introduction to Oracle Social Network

Oracle Social Network captures and preserves the flow of information among people,
enterprise applications, and business processes in Oracle Cloud.

The product comes with a RESTful API, a pre-built UI library, sample code,
documentation, and a developer-centric website containing tools that help you to
implement Oracle Social Network integrations.

The Oracle Social Network developer website is located here:

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/index.jsp

where the <staging-instance> segment of the URL represents the host and port
information for your Oracle Social Network staging environment.

Topics:

• Key Terminology

• Integrations with Oracle Social Network

• REST API Introduction

• Oracle Social Network Developer Website

Key Terminology
It’s useful to know certain key terms when developing integrations with Oracle Social
Network.

• Social Object. A record within a business application or business process—
generically referred to as a system-of-record—that is mapped into Oracle Social
Network. A Social Object has its own wall for messages and documents and its
own membership. A Social Object's membership typically includes all of the people
involved in projects centering around that object. For example, the membership for
a customer Social Object that comes from your CRM system could include
someone from your sales team, product management, fulfillment, and other lines
of business.

• System of Record (SoR). A business application or object with records that are
exposed in Oracle Social Network as Social Objects. A system of record might be
your CRM or HCM system and can be any other business application or object
that provides a Social Object.

• Conversations. Online discussions that can include messages, comments,
documents, and apps. Conversations provide the central point of collaboration in
Oracle Social Network, bringing people together from different lines of business to
discuss, evolve, and preserve all of the exchanges leading to decisions, plans, and
partnerships.

• Apps. A custom user interface that can be integrated into Oracle Social Network
and displayed in the context of a Conversation. The web client comes with two
apps: an External Site app that lets users share a website in the context of a
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Conversation, and a Photo Viewer app that displays all the images in a
Conversation as a slide show.

• Social Plugin. User interface components that can be embedded in web
applications. You can expose a component of Oracle Social Network, such as a
Conversation, Conversation List, Social Object, or Document, inside your own
application or from any web page using an iFrame URL-based request. On the
Oracle Social Network developer website you can use the Social Plugin Explorer
to choose the plugin type you want, configure it by selecting options (from the user
interface - no coding required), and then copy the auto-generated URL into your
application.

• Social Object Definition (Social Definition). A "model" of a Social Object. After
you create a Social Definition and publish (deploy) it on your system, users can
create Social Object instances based on the definition. On the Oracle Social
Network developer website you can use the Social Definition Builder to create
Social Definitions without writing any code.

Related topics:

• Social Objects

• Conversations

• App Development

• Using Social Plugins to Embed Oracle Social Network Components

• Social Definitions and the Social Definition Builder

Integrations with Oracle Social Network
This section summarizes the most common types of integrations and some techniques
you might want to use to implement them.

Common Types of Integrations
The following list summarizes the most common types of Oracle Social Network
integrations.

• Social Plugin integrations: integrating a component of Oracle Social Network
into your external application; for example, adding a standalone Conversation as
an iFrame.

• Social Object integrations: integrating data from your external application into
Oracle Social Network; for example, displaying Oracle Cloud CRM data in a Social
Object.

• App integrations: making an application available for addition into Oracle Social
Network Conversations, such as a poll-taking app.

• Custom integrations: creating an enterprise application that integrates Oracle
Social Network data into it seamlessly.

Social Plugin Integrations
Social Plugins are Oracle Social Network user interface components that are
embeddable in Web applications.

Chapter 1
Integrations with Oracle Social Network
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Social Plugins facilitate integrations with Oracle Social Network by providing access to
component functionality using only a few lines of code. Additionally, Social Plugins
provide a variety of options for customizing how users view and interact with Oracle
Social Network.

These types of Oracle Social Network user interface components can be embedded in
applications: List, and Standalone Window. Within each component type, we expect
certain implementations to be commonly used. For these common implementations,
this website provides an interactive Social Plugin Explorer so that you can see, in real
time, the results that occur when you select from several configuration options. After
using the Social Plugin Explorer to generate the URL you want, you can then
incorporate that URL into your code to implement the plugin.

In the following figure, you can see that we integrated a Conversation plugin into the
Opportunity page of the "INFusion" application.

Related Topic:

• Using Social Plugins to Embed Oracle Social Network Components

Social Object Integration
You can expose a record from an Oracle Cloud Application, like your CRM or HCM
system, in Oracle Social Network and make it visible to the right people. Social
Definitions and their Social Object instances provide the mechanism for this
integration.

Within Oracle Social Network, you can have a Conversation (wall) on the same page
as the record. The record is essentially contained within an app that displays at the top
of the wall. On that wall, you can share and preserve information concerning the
record. You heighten visibility of the effort surrounding the record and improve
communication with those involved.

Chapter 1
Integrations with Oracle Social Network
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For example, imagine an opportunity named Bartok in your Oracle Cloud Applications
CRM system. You expose the Bartok opportunity record as a Social Object in Oracle
Social Network. In Oracle Social Network you can control the opportunity's
membership, and add discussions, decisions, and plans directly to the Bartok wall.
You can open additional Conversations concerning Bartok and relate them to the
opportunity to make them all easy to find. You can also advance the Bartok account
from one state to the next, for example from open to pending to closed, through a
collaborative process that includes all involved teams.

As a developer, you create a Social Object Definition (called a Social Definition from
here on) to provide a "model" of a Social Object; after you create a Social Definition
and publish (deploy) it on your system, users can create Social Object instances
based on the definition.

The following figure shows an example of such an integration, where a Customer
Social Definition has been used to create a Social Object named Acme Lighting, Inc.

For more information on how to implement a Social Object integration, see Social
Definitions and the Social Definition Builder.

App Integration
Apps (sometimes called applications or gadgets) allow you to extend the capabilities of
the Oracle Social Network web client and integrate third-party services with Oracle
Social Network.

Apps are web-based applications that can be deployed in Oracle Social Network for
use in the web client. (Currently apps are not used in other clients such as mobile,
Outlook, and desktop.) Based on the OpenSocial specification developed by Google,
apps use standard web technologies such as XML, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, and
can run in every major web browser. An XML app definition file specifies its content,
behavior, and properties.

Two kinds of apps exist in Oracle Social Network:

• Conversation apps. These apps are designed to be placed into a specific
Conversation. Examples include a clock, poll, or map utility. Two sample
Conversation apps are included with the product: the Photo Viewer app and the
Site app. You can download the source code for these apps from the developer
website.

Chapter 1
Integrations with Oracle Social Network
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https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/codesamples/apps/app-
samples.jsp

If you define your app as a singleton, only one instance of it can be added to a
particular Conversation.

• Social Object apps. Social Object apps expand on typical apps by adding the
capability to include fields containing data from an external application (system of
record) that can be viewed in Oracle Social Network.

Related topics:

• App Development

• App Definition File Reference

• Social Definitions and the Social Definition Builder

Custom Integrations
In a custom integration, you build an enterprise application that seamlessly integrates
Oracle Social Network features into it. You can use the REST API to implement the
precise look and feel you want.

You might want to go beyond the built-in user interface conventions in the provided
osnutils library by defining your own rules for color, format, the properties to display,
and so on.

REST API Introduction
The Oracle Social Network REST API is designed for application developers who want
to integrate with Oracle Social Network from web, mobile, and desktop clients.

The REST API is designed to be durable across multiple releases and it exposes the
product's most commonly needed capabilities. The API uses the JSON data format.

API versions are not tied to releases of Oracle Social Network on a 1:1 basis. A new
release of Oracle Social Network will not necessarily result in a new REST API
version.

Related Topics:

• REST API Introduction and Usage Conventions

• About API Versions

Oracle Social Network Developer Website
The Oracle Social Network developer website contains powerful tools, sample code,
and reference information that help developers quickly integrate their applications with
Oracle Social Network and create new integrations.

If you have access to the developer website, you can see it here:

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/index.jsp

where <staging-instance> represents the host and port information for your Oracle
Social Network staging environment.

Chapter 1
REST API Introduction
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The following list summarizes the content in the developer website:

• REST API reference documentation - Detailed documentation for each object
and its associated requests/properties. The API reference documentation is
located only on the developer website.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/api/API_Public/Reference/
public-apis-ref-doc.jsp

• API Explorer - Lets you experiment with the API and helps you create
syntactically correct requests.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/api/explorer/api-explorer-tool.jsp

• Social Plugin Explorer - Lets you generate URLs that embed Oracle Social
Network components into your application.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/socialplugins/social-plugins.jsp

• Social Definition Builder - Guides you through the process of creating Social
Object definitions with no coding, and also lets you modify previously created
definitions or download definitions to place them on other systems.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/ui/integrations/integrations.jsp

• App Builder - Guides you through the process of creating the app framework, and
also lets you modify previously created apps or download them to place them on
other systems.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/ui/applications/applications.jsp

• Sample code - Shows you how to do common tasks using the Oracle Social
Network REST API. Some sample code is included in the Developer's Guide, but
for the complete set of downloadable samples, use the developer website.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/codesamples/code-samples.jsp

• Tutorial - Provides a step-by-step guide on how to use the Social Definition
Builder to create a Social Object definition, and how to use the Social Plugin
Explorer to generate a URL you could use in your code to embed an Oracle Social
Network component.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/tutorials/tutorials.jsp

• Conferencing SDK - Provides a downloadable Conferencing SDK and sample
code, which helps you integrate a third-party conferencing service into Oracle
Social Network.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/conferencing/conferencing.jsp

• Cloud Document Adapter SDK - Provides a downloadable Cloud Document
Adapter SDK and sample code, which helps you integrate a third-party cloud
document service into Oracle Social Network.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/cloudDocuments/
cloudDocuments.jsp

Chapter 1
Oracle Social Network Developer Website
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2
Key Concepts and Design Patterns

Several key concepts and design patterns provide the foundation for Oracle Social
Network.

Topics:

• Conversations

• Social Objects

• Documents

• Apps

• Overview Pages

• People & Groups

• Collections

• Flags

• Favorites

• Trending and Presence

• Filtering and Sorting

• Contacts

• Walls

Conversations
Conversations are real-time discussions that can include messages, replies,
documents, links, and apps. Conversations provide the central point of collaboration in
Oracle Social Network.

The Conversation is essentially the framework upon which the remainder of Oracle
Social Network is built.
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Access to Conversations is managed in different ways. For public Conversations, the
isDiscoverable property is set to True, so that users can find them by viewing available
Conversations. A user is a direct member of a Conversation if the Conversation
membership lists their User ID explicitly. A user is an indirect member of a
Conversation if the Conversation membership includes a group (which might also
contain a group) that contains the user. Another way to have access is to be the
manager of the Conversation. The manager is generally the Conversation creator.
(Note that the user interface does not distinguish the manager from regular members.)
If desired, you can disallow membership changes using the hasMembersLocked property.

People participating in the Conversation who are authorized to participate and
collaborate as members can add messages, comments, and documents. They can
also read messages and comments and mark them as read, or assign follow-ups
(flags) to other members.

Conversation Terms

Important terms related to Conversations include open, closed, forked, and related.

• An open Conversation is a current Conversation that members can continue to
add to.

• A closed Conversation is a Conversation that is no longer open for messages.

• A forked Conversation is a new Conversation created from an existing
Conversation; the forked Conversation branches off of an existing Conversation
and links to it. A forked Conversation maintains a link to its original Conversation
and provides a shortcut to building a Conversation's membership. Members of the
original Conversation can be carried over to the new Conversation, or the user can
modify the original membership list before creating the new Conversation.

• Related Conversations are Conversations that share a common focus, such as a
common subject, project, or Social Object (such as a customer or opportunity).
Related Conversations make it easy to access all Conversations related to the
item on view.

Chapter 2
Conversations
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Permissions and Access Control

Permissions and access to Conversations are expressed as Roles. (Note that
although these role definitions exist in the API, they are not reflected in the Oracle
Social Network user interfaces.)

Keep the following access control considerations in mind when managing
Conversation permissions:

• A member is defined as a person who has an assigned access level to a particular
Conversation.

A contributor is defined as a person who can add content to a Conversation (write
access). The Contributor permission level is the default for Conversation
members, and currently it is the only permission level used.

• A public conversation is accessible by everyone with the CanDiscover privilege
within the social network. (In the user interface, all members have this privilege.)
The exception is that outside users cannot see public Conversations; they can see
only Conversations to which they have been explicitly added as members.

• A public Conversation can be viewed and discovered by anyone; however, to
interact with the Conversation, the user must "join" the public Conversation. Join is
another way of saying "become a member of." If users have CanDiscover
permission, they can perform this membership change for themselves.

• A closed (not open for message posting) Conversation is accessible only to
members of that Conversation.

• One-on-One Conversations are limited in membership to the two users. For these
special Conversations, membership is locked.

Messages in Conversations

Keep these considerations in mind when working with messages in Conversations.

• Every message in a Conversation has an ordinal number assigned chronologically
by creation time. A message is a top-level Conversation that has the Conversation
as its parent. Comments are replies to messages, with messages as a parent.
Messages and comments are both a type of Conversation, differing only in their
parent types.

The Oracle Social Network APIs return comments (replies) grouped with their
parent message, with Conversations ordered by ordinal within these groupings.

• Conversations are constructs that can be entered by users. Note that in this
context, entered is defined as a method of expressing to the Oracle Social
Network server the presence of information to be shared among other users. By
showing presence of users within a Conversation, Conversations may draw
attention and create buzz, indicating a flurry of user interest and activity.

• Users can create messages with rich-text formatting.

• Every Conversation has an associated folder of documents. When you create a
document in a Conversation, a Conversation that refers to the document is also
created.

• Annotations are artifacts within a Conversation and are not stored by the
document itself. They serve in reference to a document that is marked up for
review and comment with text entries in a panel on the document itself.

Chapter 2
Conversations
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• Users can download a zip file containing the Conversation content (as an HTML
file) and its associated documents.

• Apps can be associated with, and added to, Conversations. An app instance is
referred to internally as a widget.

For more information about apps, see App Development.

REST API for Conversations

The REST API endpoint for Conversations is shown here:

• /conversations

Detailed API documentation for all system objects is located on the developer website
here: https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/api/API_Public/Reference/
public-apis-ref-doc.jsp.

REST API Examples

To create a new Conversation, specify the Resource URI as:

http://<host>[:<port>]/<instance>/api/v1/conversations/

using the POST method.

The request body looks similar to this:

{
"name": "",
"externalID": "",
"isDisallowGuests": false,
"isDiscoverable": false,
"isExtendedAccessControl": false,
"hasMembersLocked": false,
"isOwnerLocked": false,
"isOwnerHidden": false,
"isOwnerNotMember": false,
}

To get a list of all Conversations, specify the Resource URI as

http://<host>[:<port>]/<instance>/api/v1/conversations/

using the GET method.

The response body looks similar to this:

{
    "id": "19171",
    "name": "Contracts",
    "objectType": "waggle/wall-group",
    "createdByID": "10231",
    "createdByUserName": "jchen@example.com",
    "createdByUserDisplayName": "jchen@example.com",
    "createdDate": "Thu, 10 Jan 2013 17:21:26 GMT",
    "modifiedByID": "10231",
    "modifiedByUserName": "jchen@example.com",
    "modifiedByUserDisplayName": "jchen@example.com",
    "modifiedDate": "Thu, 10 Jan 2013 17:21:26 GMT",
    "isRemoved": "false",
    "state": "OPEN_ACTIVE",
    "isDiscoverable": "false",
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    "hasMembersLocked": "true",
    "isDisallowGuests": "false",
    "isExtendedAccessControl": "false",
    "folderID": "19176",
    "role": "HOST",
    "isMuted": "false",
    "isNew": "false",
    "nChats": "2",
    "nMarkableChats": "0",
    "nUnread": "0",
    "nFollowups": "0",
},

This response would also list all the members who are active in the Conversation.
Note that the "state" for each member is set to "OPEN_ACTIVE".

Social Objects and Social Definitions
Conceptually, a Social Object is a representation of a business object from a System
of Record. A Social Object Definition (called a Social Definition from here on) is a
"model" of a Social Object; after you create a Social Definition and publish (deploy) it
on your system, users can create Social Object instances based on the definition.

A Social Object enables you to track the collaborative process for a business object as
it moves forward through its workflow by bringing data from the System of Record into
Oracle Social Network; for example, this data can include information about the target
revenue, owner, status, and win probability of an Opportunity in a Fusion CRM
application. Based on a Social Object definition named "Companies," a user might
create an instance of the Social Object named "Acme Lighting, Inc." Displayed in a
web browser, each Social Object is coupled with a Conversation, enabling authorized
people to exchange ideas, information, documents, and other content.

The components of a Social Object, as represented in the Oracle Social Network
browser user interface, are shown here.
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1. Social Object Wall - Displays messages, documents, and references to other
Oracle Social Network objects associated with the record. A wall is essentially a
Conversation created specifically for the Social Object.

2. Social Object app - Displays properties from the System of Record. You work
with Oracle Cloud users to decide which properties to expose. Depending on the
configuration settings for the Social Object, you might want to let users update the
values in the app, which are programmatically transferred back to the originating
application. (Currently for Oracle Cloud applications, Social Object data is not
editable in Oracle Social Network; updates are transferred "one way" from Oracle
Cloud into Oracle Social Network.)

Keep in mind that although Social Object apps are based on an XML file similar to
a Conversation app’s definition file, you create Social Object Definitions using the
Social Definition Builder; hand-editing is not supported.

3. Membership - The Membership list is initially populated from the System of
Record, and can be updated depending on the business policy rules for
membership. By definition, Conversations centering on Social Objects are
members-only Conversations. Initially, only the people authorized to see and
interact with a particular opportunity or account record have access to its Social
Object in Oracle Social Network. People who have initial access can be given the
ability to add new members.

4. Related objects - Links to related Conversations and other Social Objects.

Social Objects and Conversations are related to each other in many ways, including
the following:

• Social Objects can refer to any number of Conversations.
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• Conversations can be related to 0-n Social Objects.

• Related Conversations that a user can see from a Social Object are based on their
membership in the related Conversations.

• Membership can match, or include a smaller or larger set of people than, Social
Object membership.

In addition to the ability to use Social Objects inside Oracle Social Network, you can
also link to them from an external application in such a way that the Oracle Social
Network user interface (or a portion of it) is embedded in the other browser interface
seamlessly. These embedded user interface elements are called social plugins.

Related Topics:

• Social Definitions and the Social Definition Builder

• Using Social Plugins to Embed Oracle Social Network Components

REST API for Social Objects and Social Definitions

The REST API endpoints for Social Objects and Social Definitions are shown here:

• /socialObjects

• /socialDefinitions

Detailed API documentation for all system objects is located on the developer website
here: https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/api/API_Public/Reference/public-apis-
ref-doc.jsp.

Documents
Documents include files, like presentations, white papers, and images, that can be
uploaded in the context of a Conversation, and shown in the body of that
Conversation.

With documents, users can:

• View all the files associated with the Conversations they are a member of

• Download, upload, copy, add a new version of, and delete files

• Open a file preview

• Mark a file as a favorite

• Check a file out, edit it in its native application, and check it back in

• Annotate file content

In the browser client, you can open a preview of a document and make annotations
(comments) on the document; those annotations become Conversation messages,
and users can create additional messages to comment on those annotations.
Document preview functionality is provided by Outside In technology; users essentially
add annotations to an image representation of the document; those annotations
become Conversation messages, and users can create additional messages to
comment on those annotations.

Documents are always uploaded into a container that includes Conversations, Social
Objects, and user walls. Documents can be added to folders.
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If two documents with the same name (for example, two text documents) are uploaded
to the same container (other than a folder), they become separate versions of the
original document. If you drag or move a file into a folder, and the folder already
contains a file with the same name, both files appear in the folder. A version number is
not applied as it would be if you added a file from within the folder.

Annotations on documents are artifacts of a Conversation and are not stored with the
document itself. In the context of the REST API, an annotation is a type of message
within a Conversation.

REST API for Documents

The REST API endpoints for documents are shown here:

• /documents

• /folders

• /versions

For example, if you specify the Resource URI as

http://<host>[:<port>]/<instance>/api/v1/documents/12345/SampleFolder

using the POST method, you create a document having the ID 12345 in a folder named
SampleFolder.

Apps
Apps (sometimes called gadgets) are web-based applications that can be deployed in
Oracle Social Network.  (Currently apps are not used in other clients such as mobile,
Outlook, and desktop.)

Based on the OpenSocial specification developed by Google, apps use standard web
technologies such as XML, HTML, CSS and JavaScript, and can run in every major
web browser. An XML app definition file specifies its content, behavior, and properties,
as well as information about the data it will render and display.

Two kinds of apps exist in Oracle Social Network:

• Conversation apps. These basic apps are designed to be placed into a specific
Conversation. Examples include a photo viewer, poll, clock, or map utility. A
sample Social Object app called the Oracle Social Network Site App is included
with the product; it lets users embed a live web page inside a Conversation.

An instance of an app is called a widget. You assign each widget a name when
adding it to a Conversation. If you define your app as a singleton, only one
instance of it can be added to a particular Conversation. A photo viewer would be
a singleton because all photos in the Conversation would be viewed in the (single)
viewer. A poll would typically not be a singleton because you might want to have
several polls in a single Conversation.

In API terms, a Conversation app is a Social Definition with a scope value of
conversation.

• Social Object apps. Social Object apps expand on typical apps by adding the
capability to include fields containing data from an external application (System of
Record) that can be edited and revised in Oracle Social Network, and then
automatically updated in the originating application.
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Keep in mind that although Social Object apps are based on an XML file similar to
a Conversation app’s definition file, you create Social Object Definitions using the
Social Definition Builder; hand-editing is not supported.

In API terms, a Social Object app is a Social Definition with a scope value of type.

REST API for Apps

The REST API endpoints for apps are shown here:

• /gadgets

• /gadgetDefinitions

Detailed API documentation for all system objects is located on the developer website
here: https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/api/API_Public/Reference/
public-apis-ref-doc.jsp.

Related topics:

• App Development

• App Definition File Reference

• Social Definitions and the Social Definition Builder.

• Social Objects and Social Definitions

Overview Pages
The Overview page provides a view of recent activities across Oracle Social Network.

The Recent Activity panel shows a list of recent posts to membership-only
Conversations people can belong to and public Conversations people have joined.

If someone posts a message to a Conversation that you are a member of, Oracle
Social Network reflects this on the Overview page. On the Overview page, you can
see only the information you have permission to see. For example, you can see
Conversations that you're a member of. However, you can't see Conversations that
you're not a member of. This is true for all Oracle Social Network items, like
documents and Social Objects.

Typically, you might want to provide users with a summary of the activity in the
system, similar to how clients display information in the Overview page. This includes:

• New messages or comments in a Conversation.

• Activities arranged by most recent to oldest.

• Conversations arranged by most to fewest unread messages.

• Newly uploaded files (including new versions of existing files).

• New and changed Social Objects.

• New posts on the walls of the people you follow.

The Social Bar provides a digest of recent activity, a list of the most popular
Conversations, and a list of Oracle Social Network contacts. The Social Bar appears in
the same place on every page, so people can see it from anywhere in the web client.

On the Overview page in the Social Bar, people can:
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• Track recent activity across Oracle Social Network.

• Navigate to a message or a document.

• Mark an object as a favorite or for follow-up (by setting a flag).

• See at-a-glance information, like who is making changes to what, and how many
Conversation entries are unread.

• Start a Conversation.

With Oracle Social Network, people have the ability to filter and facet information
beyond just the social interaction, but to filter it by size of an opportunity, or to filter by
close date. The integration with the Social Object in the underlying system allows
Oracle Social Network to use that data to provide additional insight to the information.

A Live Digest is also provided that serves as a snapshot into your network activity at a
given point in time. This allows people to understand what is new and what they need
to react to. Activity streams are not just a transient flow of information but become a
primary activity point for people.

REST API for Overviews

The Overview does not have a unique API associated with it.

People & Groups
People & Groups are designed to support the requirements of enterprise social
interactions.

The People & Groups page lists all other Oracle Social Network people. You can use
the People & Groups service to:

• Find people

• Find, create, and edit groups

• Access profiles

• Invite people to join Oracle Social Network

• Follow people and add them to your contacts list

• Get recommendations for people to follow and add to your contacts list

Groups organize people into a single entity: the group. A group can be added to or
removed from a Conversation in a single step. Or a user can start a Conversation that
instantly includes all members of a group. Like individual profiles, groups have their
own identities, which include their own walls and profile pictures. On a group wall,
group members can post messages and content of interest to the group.

In the user interface, People is the preferred term. In Oracle Social Network APIs, the
same entity is typically referred to as a User.

A Member is a user or a group. (Member is shorthand for user or group.)

A group has Direct Members. When referring to Indirect Members, this is defined as
Members who are included through the direct inclusion of a group that in turn contains
them.

In People & Groups, the rules for access to that wall are:

• The wall is open to view by any users, similar to a Public Conversation.
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• When you elect to follow a user's wall, you become programmatically a member of
that wall.

• If you follow a user, you can make comments on their wall.

Users can modify their own profile. However, some items can be optionally
synchronized from the identity profile source (which is normally LDAP). The server
indicates to clients which fields are editable. Some fields may not be, due to
synchronization from another source such as LDAP. There may be additional reasons
fields are not editable.

REST API for People & Groups

The REST API endpoints for People and Groups are shown here:

• /people

• /groups

• /pictures

Note that /pictures apply only to Profile pictures and are associated with People.

Detailed API documentation for all system objects is located on the developer website
here: https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/api/API_Public/Reference/
public-apis-ref-doc.jsp.

Collections
Collections are people-created lists of related Conversations.

Collections can be used to group together Conversations related to a effort, idea,
event, or other common subject. By navigating to a collection, people see its list of
related Conversations.

Collections become increasingly valuable as the number of Conversations in your
environment grows.

You can post messages, documents, and comments in the collection itself, on the
collection's wall. You can use the collection's wall to summarize the most important
decisions made, the final deliverables agreed upon, and the current status of the
project.

REST API for Collections

The REST API endpoint for Collections is shown here:

• /collections

Detailed API documentation for all system objects is located on the developer website
here: https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/api/API_Public/Reference/
public-apis-ref-doc.jsp.

Flags
A flag (sometimes called a Follow-up) is a type of alert you place on a Conversation
message and assign to the Conversation members you choose. Flags bring special
attention to a selected message.
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When you assign a flag, the members you assign them to are flagged in the
application and, depending on their notification settings, receive an email. Flags have
priority levels, including For Your Information, Please Reply and Please Reply -
Urgent.

A flag, when assigned, will cause the notification rules for a user to be triggered. That
means if a user has elected to receive an email (based on user preferences), the user
will receive that email.

Flags will always exist in the system, but can be in either an open or closed state.
Flags can also be Read or Unread, similar to a message.

REST API for Flags

The REST API endpoint for flags is shown here:

• /messages

Detailed API documentation for all system objects is located on the developer website
here: https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/api/API_Public/Reference/
public-apis-ref-doc.jsp.

Favorites
Marking an item as a favorite enables people to keep track of the items they use most.
You can mark messages, Conversations, documents, and Social Objects as favorites.

Most pages in the web client have a Favorites filter on the left side of the screen. Click
it to limit your view of page content to just those items you've marked as a favorite.

REST API for Favorites

The REST API endpoint for favorites is shown here:

• /stars

Detailed API documentation for all system objects is located on the developer website
here: https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/api/API_Public/Reference/
public-apis-ref-doc.jsp.

Trending and Presence
There are several types of presence in Oracle Social Network:

• Current active state: Idle / Offline / Active

• The location of the user within the system; for example, if a user is "in" a particular
Conversation.

The Trending indicator appears in the Social Bar on every page in the web client.
Conversations are listed in order according to the number of people present in that
Conversation. A series of icons to the right of a listed Conversation indicates how
many people are active in it.

REST API for Trending and Presence

Trending and Presence do not have a REST API associated with them; this
information is managed using internal server-to-client requests that are not exposed in
the REST API.
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Filtering and Sorting
Filters limit the information that you see on a page to just those items that match the
filter.

For example, on the Conversations page, you can apply a filter to show all
Conversations you are a member of (Yours), those available to you to join (Available),
and those you've marked as favorites (Favorites). Within each of these views, you can
apply a second filter to show only active Conversations that are open for messages
and other types of posts (Open) or closed Conversations that are closed to new
messages and other types of posts (Closed). You can view the list of Conversations in
order according to different criteria.

REST API for Filtering and Sorting

Filtering and Sorting do not have a REST API associated with them as such.

Filtering and sorting capabilities are supported where specified in the API reference
documentation, such as in XV1ConversationFilterInfo, XV1SocialObjectFilterInfo, and
others.

Related Topics:

• For more information about how to include filtering and sorting in your requests,
see the Filtering and Sorting topics.

Contacts
A contact is an Oracle Social Network member that a user added to their contacts list.
Each user can have a list of contacts.

The Contacts list displays along the lower right side of the WebUI. The purpose of this
list is to have quick access to the users you work with most often. You can quickly see
if they're online and which conversation they're in, they appear in the user picker when
adding users to a conversation, you can start a one-on-one conversation with them
from the contacts list, and so on. On the People & Groups page, users can use a filter
to view only their contacts.

Note: When a user follows another user, the followed user is added to the follower's
Contact list. These combined actions might lead to an assumption that the concepts of
Contacts and Followers are related in some way; however, Contacts and Followers
are completely separate in the Oracle Social Network object model.

REST API for Contacts

The REST API endpoint for contacts is shown here:

• /contacts

Detailed API documentation for all system objects is located on the developer website
here: https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/api/API_Public/Reference/
public-apis-ref-doc.jsp.
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Walls
A wall is the area on the pages associated with profiles, collections, Social Objects, or
groups where you can post messages, including text, files, and references to other
Oracle Social Network items.

A wall is a specialized Conversation. For example, if a user follows another user, the
follower has "joined" their wall (Conversation).

REST API for Walls

Walls do not have a unique REST API associated with them.

A wall is a type of Conversation that can be accessed from the /Conversations
resource, using the REST API.

1. Obtain the ID for the wall by accessing the following URL:

https://companyname.com/osn/social/api/v1/people/@me

2. In the reply, navigate to the wall URL:

"wallURL": "https://companyname.com/osn/social/api/v1/conversations/

conversationName"

The response is a Conversation (that is, not its own resource type).

3. Post a message to the wall.
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3
REST API Introduction and Usage
Conventions

This introduction describes the Oracle Social Network REST API, which is intended
mainly for developers who want to perform Social Object integrations. The API relies
on a REST-based architectural style that provides a convenient and consistent
approach to requesting and modifying data. The API uses the JSON data format.

The client specifies an action using an HTTP verb such as POST, GET, PUT, or
DELETE. It specifies a resource using a unique URI in this format:

https://<host>[:<port>]/<instance>/social/api/<version>/<resourcePath>

For a good general introduction to REST, see the Wikipedia article "Representational
State Transfer" at

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_State_Transfer

You can use the API Explorer to browse the RESTful public API interactively. Learn
how to use the APIs by sending requests and viewing the responses, and browse all
available resource URIs.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/api/explorer/api-explorer-tool.jsp

Topics:

• Namespacing and External IDs

• Namespacing and the Social Object Definition Wizard

• Case Sensitivity

• API Security

• API Versioning

• HTTP Methods/Verbs

• HTTP Headers

• Default Values for JSON Data Representations

• Return Values

• Naming Patterns

• URL Encoding

• Pagination

• Filtering

• Sorting

• Localization

• Name Field Length Limit

• HTTP Status Codes and Error Handling
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• Change Policy for the Oracle Social Network REST API

• About API Versions

• REST API Reference Documentation

Namespacing and External IDs
Oracle Social Network is often integrated with existing infrastructure that has its own
system of objects and ways to reference them.

We use the term External ID to mean a reference that is external to Oracle Social
Network yet internal to one of your existing systems. (Note that Primary Object IDs
(primaryObjectID or primary) as specified in the API and tools are External IDs in the
context of Oracle Social Network.)

The Oracle Social Network REST API supports namespacing all the constructs under
their respective originating applications. As a best practice, use namespacing to
ensure that External IDs remain unique across all Social Object definitions, Social
Object instances, Conversation instances, or message instances. For example, if you
have two systems with Opportunities, you can use namespacing in the format
myCorp.integration.typeName.ID to specify their originating applications; for example,
oracle.crm.opportunities and acme.crm.opportunities.

An instance of an acme.crm.opportunities Social Object has an ID similar to:

acme.crm.opportunities.s23as325123

In addition to External ID namespacing, you should namespace Social Object field
names. Social definition fields are restricted to the social definition namespace and
must be unique within the definition.

An External ID has a length limit of 256 characters and it must contain a period (.).

Namespacing and the Social Object Definition Wizard
If you use the Social Object Definition Wizard on the Oracle Social Network developer
website, you will notice that the wizard automatically uses namespacing to help you
name Integration Groups and Social Objects.

• For the Group Namespace field, the system automatically generates a value
based on the namespace (system domain) and the Group Name. The namespace
is used as the prefix for the Social Object Definitions that will be included in the
group.

• For the Social Object ID field, the system automatically generates an ID value
based on the namespace and Social Object Name. You cannot edit this value.

Case Sensitivity
Case is important in an External ID, which might be in a URL. Case will be considered
significant in the URLs.

API Security
All API invocations happen in the security context of the logged-in user.
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Agent users can do actions on the system, either independently or on behalf of a
particular user. In specific situations you might need to use one of the properties
described below. Among "agent user" techniques, as a best practice you should use
Impersonate; use On Behalf Of or Bypass only on the advice of Oracle support or the
Oracle integration team.

• Impersonate (in XV1ConnectionUpdateInfo) - When connecting to the server, the
impersonation login is recorded; the server also tracks when the impersonation
ends. The audit log tracks the actions as being done by the user being
impersonated; it does not track the "impersonating" agent for each action. The
permissions for actions are based on the permission level of the user being
impersonated. Impersonate is intended for use only in automated processes, such
as for Social Object updates where you want to show that the update was made
by a particular user. Keep in mind that using Impersonate can degrade analytics
accuracy because it associates actions with the impersonated user.

• On Behalf Of (in XV1ConnectionUpdateInfo) - Allows a user to do a limited
number of end-user functions on behalf of another user, such as posting a
message to a Conversation or uploading a document. When this privilege is used,
the audit log indicates both the user that performed the action, and the user on
whose behalf it was performed; in clients, the action is labeled as having been
performed by the user the action was performed for.

• Bypass (in XV1SocialObjectRole, XV1ConversationRole, and
XV1SocialObjectRole) - Allows the user to do any action without failing due to
inadequate permissions (although a request might fail for another reason, such as
not being a member of the Conversation being acted on). The Bypass privilege is
intended for use only in certain automated processes in a highly secure
environment.

API Versioning
The version number is placed in the URL directly following /social/api. For example:

https://<host>[:<port>]/<instance>/social/api/v1

A GET request to the API endpoint returns a list of the top-level URIs that the server
supports. For example, this request:

https://<host>[:<port>]/<instance>/social/api/

returns a list of supported versions, including the VCurrent identifier, which identifies
the most recent release of the server API. The current release is "V1" so the result is:

{

"V1" : "https://<instance>/api/v1",

}

Presuming the future existence of a V2 release, the result would look like this:

{

"V1" : "https://<osn-webclient-address>/master/social/api/v1",

"V2" : "https://<osn-webclient-address>/social/api/v2",

"VCurrent" : "https://<osn-webclient-address>/master/social/api/v2"
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}

HTTP Methods/Verbs
The client specifies an action using an HTTP verb such as POST, GET, PUT, or
DELETE.

A resource is specified using a unique URI in this format:

https://<host>[:<port>]/<instance>/social/api/<version>/<resourcePath>

Supported HTTP methods are shown in the following table.

Method Description

GET Used to retrieve or query resources.

Note about using GET with Social Object fields: If you send a GET request for a
specific field's value but that field does not exist, the API returns the field that you
passed, with a null value and a status of 200. In this example, the field test does not
exist for Social Objects. If you send a GET request using the URI .../
socialObjects/<ID>/fields/test, the API gives a status code of 200 (OK) and the
following response payload:

{
"Name" : "test"
}

POST Used to create a new instance of a resource, such as a Conversation. In addition, you
can use POST to create a relationship between two objects. For example, you use
POST to create a Conversation, or to create a Like (Starred) relationship between a
person and a Conversation.

PUT Update the state of an existing instance of a resource. For example, use PUT to
change the state of a Conversation from Open to Closed or to disable a person or
group.

PUT requests use the XUpdater class.

DELETE Delete an existing instance of a resource or delete a relationship between two
objects.

To better understand the behavior of a POST or DELETE request, review the following
examples:

Method Object Example

POST Stars for all objects Create the isStarred=True relationship between person and
object. For example:

POST https://social.oracle.com/site/content/api/v1/
conversations/12345/stars

POST Conversation Add one or more members to an existing Conversation; create
a top-level message for a specified Conversation; add a
property to a specified Conversation.

POST Social Object Set a field on the specified Social Object; add a "Related" to
the specified Social Object.

POST Group,

Social Object

Add a new member to the specified group or Social Object;
add the current person as a follower of the specified person;
add a property to the specified object.
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Method Object Example

POST People Add the current person as a follower of the specified person.

DELETE Stars for all objects Delete the star (isStarred=False for the object).

DELETE Message, Document,
Folder

Remove the object (isRemoved=True for the object).

If the client supports only a subset of these HTTP methods, you can tunnel the other
methods using the POST method by specifying the desired method in the method
query parameter. For example, the DELETE operation can be achieved by doing a
POST on a resource with "method=delete" in the query string portion of the URL.

Related topics:

• PUT Requests with XUpdater

PUT Requests with XUpdater
When updating an object using a PUT request, such as with
XV1SocialObjectUpdateInfo, you use XUpdater to specify the value that you want to
change. XUpdater is a class that represents the DTO for updating objects; the updater
"field" actually represents a map of field values.

The developer website's API Explorer represents XUpdater this way in its examples:

{
"updater": "XUpdater"
}

For example, you can use a PUT request to .../social/api/v1/socialObjects/
<ObjectID> with the request payload {"updater":{"Discoverable":"true"}} to make a
particular social object public.

XUpdater is used with Collections, Conversations, Groups, People, and Social
Objects.

HTTP Headers
The following table lists HTTP headers that are used to communicate with the Oracle
Social Network server.

Header Description Required?

Content-Type Specifies the type of content that the client is
sending, and what the server will use in the reply.

Because the Oracle Social Network REST API
supports only JSON, the value will always be
application/json.

Yes
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Header Description Required?

X-Waggle-RandomID For basic authentication, your first API request
must be a POST to /connections that contains
the Content-Type header, with your login
credentials in the payload. If you are already
authenticated, such as with SSO, send the
request with the Content-Type header and no
payload.

The response contains a generated random
identifier ("apiRandomID") that you must send as
a header in future requests.

For example: X-Waggle-RandomID:
hd734kdgfk8934j354gfhje893gu...

Yes

Cookie A cookie is required for keeping your session
associated with your requests.

Yes

Default Values for JSON Data Representations
These are the default values for non-required fields in the JSON data representation,
according to the data type.

• String: the default is null if not specified.

• int: the default is zero (0) if not specified.

• boolean: the default is false if not specified.

Other tips and special considerations for default values and fields include:

• Specify dates as the number of milliseconds since the epoch (January 1, 1970,
00:00:00 GMT) in UTC.

Return Values
The response payload's content type can be controlled by specifying the JSON or
HTML MIME type in the "Accept:" HTTP header; the default is 'application/json'.
Examples provided in the documentation are shown using JSON format. You can
specify the value 'text/html' to get an HTML version of the JSON that is returned.

Naming Patterns
All REST API classes begin with the letter X, followed by the version number, followed
by a noun (for example, Conversation, Group, or Document), followed by one or more
modifiers depending on the function of the class.

The following table describes the class naming conventions and the associated
functions, using the Conversation resource type as an example.

XV1Conversation... Action

Info (Use GET to) Get information about a Conversation.

CreateInfo (Use POST to) Create a Conversation and set properties.

FilterInfo (Use GET to) Get Conversations that meet the filter criteria.
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XV1Conversation... Action

MemberCreateInfo (Use POST to) Add a member to a Conversation and set
properties.

MemberInfo (Use GET to) Get information about a member of a
Conversation.

MessageCreateInfo (Use POST to) Add a message in a Conversation.

PropertyCreateInfo (Use POST to) Set properties for a Conversation.

PropertyInfo (Use GET to) Get a property for an existing Conversation.

PropertyUpdateInfo (Use PUT to) Set a property for a Conversation.

UpdateInfo (Use PUT to) Update a property for a Conversation.

ListInfo (Use GET to) Get a list of all Conversations.

MemberListInfo (Use GET to) Get a list of all direct members of the
Conversation.

PropertyListInfo (Use GET to) Get a list of all properties for the Conversation.

StarListInfo (Use GET to) Get a list of starred Conversations and their
messages.

XObjectID
Each object in the API has an Object ID (XObjectID) that is unique across the Oracle
Social Network instance.

For example, chats (messages and replies in Conversations) have ChatIDs, which are
XObjectIDs.

From that ID, you can load the object, if you have sufficient permissions. Many Data
Transfer Objects (DTOs) specify IDs of other objects related to the current object.
Some examples include ParentID, ModifiedByUserID, CreatedByUserID and
ConversationID. These are all links or references to other objects in the system.

URL Encoding
For readability, URL-based examples in the documentation are shown in literal text,
but your requests should always be URL-encoded (percent-encoded).

For example, this request:

/conversations?filter={"LimitToStarred":true,"ExcludeMuted":true}

should be URL-encoded as:

/conversations?filter=%7B%22LimitToStarred%22%3Atrue%2C%22ExcludeMuted%22%3Atrue

%7D

Pagination
Pagination capabilities are supported by default on all GET operations that have a
response payload of XV1*ListInfo (for example, XV1ConversationListInfo), unless
otherwise specified in the API reference documentation.
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You can use offset and count in the query argument, where the default values are 0
and 20 respectively. For example:

https://<host:[<port>]/<instance>/social/api/conversations/<conversationID>/

messages?offset=0&count=25

This request gets the first 25 messages, returning them with the newest message first.
You can send additional requests to get incrementally older posts in the Conversation.

Filtering
Filtering capabilities are supported where specified in the API reference
documentation.

To use a filter, specify the filter query argument in JSON format, using URL-encoding
as appropriate.

For example, this request returns starred Conversations but no muted Conversations:

/conversations?filter={"LimitToStarred":true,"ExcludeMuted":true}

Sorting
The currently assigned sort order determines the order in which results are returned.

You can change the sort order using the SortField field, which is available in
XV1ConversationFilterInfo, XV1SocialObjectFilterInfo, and others. For example, this
request returns results sorted by Conversation age, with the newest Conversation first:

/conversations?

filter={"LimitToStarred":true,"ExcludeMuted":true,"SortField":CONVERSATION_IS_NEW}

You can also use the SortOrderDescending filter property to sort in ascending (false) or
descending (true) order.

Localization
Some of the concepts described in this section go beyond the REST API; however,
this background information might be useful as you are implementing or
troubleshooting an integration.

Localization is performed in Oracle Social Network according to the following steps:

A. Choose a language locale

1. If an HTTP request exists and has an X-Waggle-ForceLanguage header, then use
the X-Waggle-ForceLanguage header value as the language locale and go to B.
Choose a translation bundle; otherwise, continue to step 2.

2. If a particular user is logged in or otherwise identified, check to see if the user has
set a preferred language locale in their user profile. If set, use it and skip to B.
Choose a translation bundle; otherwise, continue to step 3.

Notes about LDAP:

• A language locale from LDAP is copied to the user profile in Oracle Social
Network. If the LDAP realm has sync-on-authentication enabled, then for each
login, the LDAP values will overwrite the user profile settings. However, if the
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user changes the value in their Oracle Social Network profile, it is not written
back to LDAP; Oracle Social Network does not write any attributes to LDAP.

• If the LDAP Preferred Language is not supported in Oracle Social Network (for
example, ar), English is displayed regardless of the application default
language setting.

3. If an HTTP request exists and has an Accept-Language header, use the Accept-
Language header to select the language locale; otherwise, continue to step 4.

Using the Accept-Language header, perform a lookup as described in RFC-4647
section 3.4 at http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4647 . This will result in a language
locale being chosen based on an exact or partial match of the header, the
available translation bundles, and the bundle of last resort. Skip to B. Choose a
translation bundle using the chosen language locale.

4. If the server has a language locale set, use it and skip to B. Choose a translation
bundle; otherwise, continue to step 5.

5. Select the host machine default language locale and go to B. Choose a translation
bundle.

B. Choose a translation bundle

1. Choose the translation bundle with the exact or longest possible partial match of
the chosen Language Locale. If no exact or partial match exists, then choose the
bundle for English.

Supported Locale Codes
The following table describes currently supported locale codes.

cs (Czech) ko (Korean)

da (Danish) nl (Dutch)

de (German) no (Norwegian)

en (English) pl (Polish)

es (Spanish) pt-br or pt_BR (Portuguese-Brazilian)

fi (Finnish) ro (Romanian)

fr (French) ru (Russian)

fr-CA (French-Canadian) sv (Swedish)

hu (Hungarian) tr (Turkish)

it (Italian) zh-CN or zh_CN (Chinese-Simplified)

ja (Japanese) zh-TW or zh_TW (Chinese-Traditional)

Name Field Length Limit
The Name field for objects, such as Conversation names or User names, has a length
limit of 256 characters.

HTTP Status Codes and Error Handling
This table describes the HTTP status codes.
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Status Code Description

200 Request successful.

4xx Bad requests. Invalid URI, invalid body format.

401 Unauthorized. Should log in or get a security token.

403 Forbidden. Access denied.

5xx Internal server error.

For all responses, the status code is also available in the actual payload in the
"StatusCode" field. For all non -HTTP Status 200 responses, a message explaining the
cause of the error is available in the return value. For example:

{
 
"StatusCode" : "401",
 
"StatusCode" : "Unauthorized",
 
"ResourceID" : "waggle.modules.realm.InvalidLogin",
 
"ResourceMessage" : "Login required."
 
}

Exception Response Fields
This table describes exception response fields.

Field Description

statusCode The HTTP status code.

statusMessage The HTTP status message.

exceptionID The exception ID.

exceptionClass The exception class.

exceptionMessage The exception message.

exceptionDate The exception date.

Change Policy for the Oracle Social Network REST API
The Oracle Social Network REST API is designed for Oracle application developers
who need to perform standard integration with Oracle Social Network from web,
mobile, and desktop clients. The API is designed to be more durable across multiple
releases and exposes a limited set of the most commonly needed capabilities of the
product.

API versions are not tied to releases of Oracle Social Network on a 1:1 basis. A new
release of Oracle Social Network will not necessarily result in a new API version.
However, it is possible that a new release of the product will also involve a
limited change to the REST API. New product releases will generally occur on a
quarterly basis. After we have several versions of the API it is possible that we will
deprecate old versions as deemed appropriate.
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Because Oracle Social Network is Cloud-based, rapid development of new features as
well as adaptations of existing features is anticipated. However, the scope of these
changes is anticipated to be limited as the REST API supports versioning and the
scope of the API is limited to commonly-accessed and well-established features of the
product. Changes to the API are expected to be driven primarily by any security-
related requirements.

Security-Related Changes
Fixing security-related issues is critical to the product, and the Oracle Social Network
team is committed to addressing these issues even if this requires making a change
that may break the API. Under these circumstances, the team will announce changes
and updates as quickly as possible.

About API Versions
API versions are not tied to releases of Oracle Social Network on a 1:1 basis. A new
release of the Oracle Social Network server will not necessarily result in a new Public
API version.

The following table shows the relationship between API versions and product versions.

External Version Public API Version

11.1.1.7.0 v1

11.1.9.0.0 v1

11.1.10.0.0 v1

11.1.11.0.0 v1

REST API Reference Documentation
The REST API Reference Documentation provides detailed information about
endpoints and JSON fields for the API.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/api/API_Public/Reference/public-
apis-ref-doc.jsp
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4
Social Definitions and the Social Definition
Builder

A Social Object Definition (called a Social Definition from here on) is a "model" of a
Social Object; after you create a Social Definition and publish (deploy) it on your
system, users can create Social Object instances based on the definition.

On the Oracle Social Network developer website, you can use the Social Definition
Builder to create Social Definitions without coding, using a browser-based wizard and
editor.

The Social Definition Wizard is located at this URL:

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/ui/integrations/integrations.jsp

Note: The <staging-instance> portion of the URL varies depending on the URL of your
Oracle Social Network environment.

Before you can use the wizard or edit properties in the developer website, you must
log in to your staging instance of Oracle Social Network.

Topics:

• Introduction to the Social Definition Builder

• Using the Wizard to Create a New Social Definition

• Modifying a Social Definition

• Publishing a Social Object Definition

Introduction to the Social Definition Builder
The most important parts of the Social Definition Builder user interface are described
here.
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1. Lists the groups of Social Definitions. The Integration Group name appears in the
client user interface, in the Social Objects tab. The Integration Group often
corresponds to the name of the System of Record providing data for the Social
Object definition, but this is not required. For example, CRM might be an
Integration Group that contains Social Definitions for Customer, Opportunity,
Campaign, and so on.

2. Opens the help page for the Social Definition Builder.

3. Opens the Social Definition Wizard to create a new Social Definition.

4. Lets you upload a Social Definition to the staging instance for editing.

5. Opens the Social Definition editor to modify existing definitions. Note that currently
the editor can modify only definitions that were created using the wizard; you
cannot upload hand-coded definitions for editing.

6. Lists the existing Social Definitions for the selected Integration Group.

7. Downloads the Social Definition so you can edit it or move it to other systems. For
example, after creating a definition you can download it so your development team
can customize it with information about your particular application, and then test
the definition and upload it to your production environment.

Using the Wizard to Create a New Social Definition
This section shows how to create a new Social Definition using the wizard.

1. In the developer website, click the Integrations tab.

2. Log in to the pre-defined staging instance as a developer user, or log in to an
instance that you configured in your environment.

3. Click +New, and follow the steps of the wizard, entering the information shown in
the following sections.

4. Depending on your privilege level, you can either Publish the definition, or Save it
for future work.

If you click Publish to deploy the changes on the server, all users see your
changes when they refresh their browser.
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Note: You must have developer privileges to publish your definition. If you do not
have developer privileges, the Publish button does not display.

Click the Staging link (in the user menu drop-down list) to view your changes on
the associated web browser client.

Wizard Step 1: Select or Create Integration Group
In this step you define the group-related attributes of the Social Definition.

Field/Option Description

New or existing Group In the Oracle Social Network client browser, Social Definitions are
grouped and displayed in the Social Objects tab.

Group Name The name of the group, such as CRM. Typically the Group Name
corresponds to the name of the System of Record providing data for the
Social Definition, but this is not required.

Group Code When you create a new group, the Wizard generates a Group Code
automatically.

Group Namespace The system automatically generates a value based on the namespace
(system domain) and the Group Name, but you can edit it if needed. The
namespace is used as the prefix for the Social Definitions that will be
included in the group.

Group Order Used by the web client to sequence the groups of Social Definitions in
the Social Objects tab. The Wizard generates a random Group Order
value automatically if the field is empty; however, you can change it if
you want your Social Definition groups to display in a particular
sequence.

Wizard Step 2: Define Social Definition Attributes
In this step you define general attributes of the Social Definition.

Field/Option Description

Social Definition Name The name of your Social Definition. Typically the Social Definition name
corresponds to the "subject" of the Conversation; the Social Definition
name could be Customer, and a Social Object that a user creates
based on that definition would be the name of a particular customer.

Social Definition Plural Name The plural form of the Social Definition Name. When appropriate, the
system uses the Plural Name in the user interface.

Social Definition ID The ID that the system uses to identify the Social Definition internally. A
value is generated automatically but you can edit it if needed. In a real-
life integration, you would work with your development team to define a
Social Definition ID that corresponds to the primary key of your entity
(business object) in your external application.

Full Social Definition ID The wizard automatically generates a namespaced ID value. You cannot
edit this value.

Checkboxes (Edit Options) These options determine what users can do with the Social Objects that
they create based on this definition. For example, if the Renameable
option is selected, users can rename their Social Object instances.

Related Topic:
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• Social Definition Edit Properties

Wizard Step 3: Add Social Definition Fields
This step is optional. You can click Next to continue if you want to define fields later.

To add a field, click + Add.

To edit additional field properties that are not shown on the properties page, select the
field and click More.

To add a localized string for a field name, which displays in the user interface based
on the client user's language setting, select the field and click Localization.

The following table describes the basic properties that you define when adding fields.

Field Description

Key The internal name of the field. After you add a Key value and publish the
definition, you cannot edit the value using the editor; you can download the
definition to change it if needed.

Label Field label to display in the user interface.

Type The data type for the field; select a value from the drop-down list. Values
include Boolean, String, Integer, Date, Percent, and so on. After selecting a
Type, you can edit more properties for the field by clicking More.

Required Specifies whether this field must be filled in by the user.

Read Only Specifies whether this field can be edited by the user in the interface. If a field is
read-only, the value displays but the user cannot edit it.

Related topics:

• Editing Social Definition Field Properties

• Editing Social Definition Field Localization Properties

• Editing Social Definition Additional Field Properties

Wizard Step 4: Define Social Definition Presentation Options
This step is optional. You can click Next to continue if you want to define these options
later.

These options affect Social Object rendering in the web client. These options are not
applicable to other clients such as iOS, Android, Desktop, or Outlook. The following
table describes the presentation options.

Field Description

Number of Columns to Display The number of columns to use when displaying the Social
Object in the user interface.

Label Position Choose whether to display the field name above the field or
to the left of the field.

Rendered Specifies whether the Social Object is shown in the user
interface.

Show in Summary Specifies whether the field displays in the summary (list)
view of the Social Object.
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Field Description

Show in Detail Specifies whether the field displays in the detail view (wall) of
the Social Object.

Show in Digest Specifies whether the field displays in the email digest.

Sortable Specifies whether the user can sort the list view of the
content using this field. If enabled, the field displays as a
Sort by selection in the client user interface.

Modifying a Social Definition
The following sections describe how to change different parts of the Social Definition
using the Social Definition Builder.

Integration Group Basic Properties
You use groups to organize the Social Definitions that display in the client user
interface. Social Definitions display in the Social Objects tab.

To edit Social Definition Integration Group properties:

1. In the developer website, click the Integrations tab.

2. Log in to the pre-defined staging instance as a developer user, or log in to an
instance that you configured in your environment.

3. Select the Integration Group that you want to edit (for example, CRM).

4. Click Edit and change the properties using the following table as a guide.

Field Description

Group Name Name of the group as you want it to display in the user interface.
Typically you would use a plural form of the group name. The
Group Name often corresponds to the name of the System of
Record providing data for the Social Definition, but this is not
required.

Group Code When you create a new group, the Wizard generates a Group
Code automatically, in the form of a database name; however, you
can edit it. The system uses this property to group a set of Social
Definitions in the user interface.

Group Order Used by the client to order the groups of Social Definitions in the
Social Objects tab. The Wizard generates a random Group Order
value automatically if the field is empty; however, you can change
it if you want your Social Definition groups to display in a particular
order.

Namespace The system automatically generates a Namespace value based on
the system domain and the Group Name. The Namespace is used
as the prefix for the Social Definitions that will be included in the
group. You cannot edit this value.

Description Description for the group. This information does not display in the
client user interface.

Use Cases List of use cases for your Integration Group.
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Field Description

Integration Goals Description of goals for your Integration Group.

Social Definition Edit Properties
To edit Social Definition edit properties:

1. In the developer website, click the Integrations tab.

2. Log in to the pre-defined staging instance as a developer user, or log in to an
instance that you configured in your environment.

3. Select the Social Definition that you want to edit (for example, select CRM >
Customer), and select or unselect the options using the following table as a guide.

Property Description

Creatable Instances of the Social Definition can be created. If the option is not selected, neither
the Oracle Social Network REST API nor users on any client (such as web, mobile,
Outlook) can create a Social Object instance based on this Social Definition.

Customizable The administrator can customize the Social Definition using the Oracle Social Network
administration UI. If this option is not selected, the Social Definition does not display in
the administration UI.

Updateable The Social Object instance can be updated; an Edit button displays for the object,
allowing the user to change the Social Object instance's description, for example. If the
option is not selected, neither the REST API nor users on any client (such as web,
mobile, Outlook) can update fields of the Social Object instance.

Deletable Instances of the Social Definition can be deleted. If the option is not selected, neither
the REST API nor users on any client (web, mobile, Outlook) can delete the Social
Object instance. (Note: Delete in this context is not an actual deletion; the object is
marked as Closed.)

Renameable The Social Object instance can be renamed. For example, if you create a Social
Definition named Customer, when the user creates a Social Object instance based on
that definition they can rename it to Acme Lighting. If the option is not selected, neither
the API nor users on any client (such as web, mobile, Outlook) can rename the Social
Object instance.

Closeable The Social Object instance can be closed (made inactive). If the option is not selected,
neither the API nor users on any client (such as web, mobile, Outlook) can close the
Social Object instance.

Editing Social Definition Field Properties
When you initially add fields to a Social Definition using the Social Definition Builder,
you enter only the Field Label (and optionally a Key that differs from the default value);
after creating the fields, you can select the data type and whether the field is required
or read only.

To edit Social Definition field properties:

1. In the developer website, click the Integrations tab.

2. Log in to the pre-defined staging instance as a developer user, or log in to an
instance that you configured in your environment.

3. Select the Social Definition that you want to edit (for example, select CRM >
Customer).
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4. To add a field, click +Add.

5. Edit the fields and properties using the following table as a guide.

Some options are not visible in the main page; click More to modify these
additional properties. All fields accessed using More are optional.

Field/ Property Description

Key The internal name of the property. After you add a field, you cannot edit this value using
the Social Definition Builder; to change a Key value, you can download the definition to
edit it and then upload it.

In an actual integration, you correlate the Field Keys in your Social Definition instance
(Social Object) with your external application using a method in your code that invokes
the Public API; in the payload it identifies the list of (Social Object field name) key-value
pairs for each attribute.

Label Field label to display in the user interface.

Type The data type value for the field; select a value from the drop-down list. Values include
Boolean, String, Integer, Date, Percent, and so on. After selecting a Type, you can edit
more properties for the field by clicking More.

Required Specifies whether this field must be filled in by the user.

Read Only Specifies whether this field can be edited by the user in the interface. If a field is read-
only, the value displays but the client user cannot edit it.

Typically you control the content of the Social Object fields from your external application;
therefore you would define all the fields in the Social Definition as Read Only; you send
updated values from your application to Oracle Social Network periodically based on your
application lifecycle. However, for prototyping and testing your Social Definition, you can
make the fields editable and test their behavior.

Related Topic:

• Editing Social Definition Supplemental (Other) Properties

Editing Social Definition Field Localization Properties
You can add translated values for fields or edit existing localization properties.

Note: Whenever you use localized strings for groups of Social Objects, make sure you
use the exact same localized word(s) for the Group Name. If you use a different word,
the system will treat it as a different group.

1. Click More while editing Social Definition fields.

2. Select a field, then click Localization.

3. Choose a language in the drop-down list, then type the translated value for the
Field Label.

4. Click OK to save your entry.

Related Topics:

• Social Object Field Value Localization

• Editing Social Definition Field Properties
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Social Definition Presentation Properties
You use presentation properties to customize the Social Object rendering in your web
client. Note that these options do not affect other native clients such as iOS, Android,
or Outlook.

To edit Social Definition presentation properties:

1. In the developer website, click the Integrations tab.

2. Log in to the pre-defined staging instance as a developer user, or log in to an
instance that you configured in your environment.

3. Select the Social Definition that you want to edit (for example, select CRM >
Customer).

4. Click Presentation in the left column of the page.

5. Change the properties, using the following table as a guide.

Field Description

Number of Columns
to Display

The number of columns to use when displaying the Social Object
in the user interface.

Label Position Choose whether to display the field name above the field or to the
left of the field.

Rendered Specifies whether the Social Object is shown in the user interface.

Show in Summary Specifies whether the field displays in the summary (list) view of
the Social Object.

Show in Detail Specifies whether the field displays in the detail view (wall) of the
Social Object.

Show in Digest Specifies whether the field displays in the email digest.

Sortable Specifies whether the user can sort the list view of the content
using this field. If enabled, the field displays as a Sort by
selection.

Changing the Field Order
Click to select a field, and then use the First, Up, Down, and Last buttons to arrange
the fields in the order you prefer.
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Editing Social Definition Additional Field Properties
To edit these additional properties, click More while editing Social Definition fields. All
these properties are optional.

Field Data Type Description

Allow Currency Overriding Currency Boolean value that specifies whether the currency sign
can be defined on per instance basis. By default, the
currency sign is statically defined for the field at Social
Definition level (see Currency Symbol field below); all
instances display the same currency sign for that field.
Use Allow Currency Overriding if your application
needs to specify a different currency code for each
Social Object instance.

For example, for the Opportunity Social Object:

- Opportunity #4783493 - Revenue 25,000 USD

- Opportunity #4784529 - Revenue 6,700 EUR

- Opportunity #4502613 - Revenue 80,000 PESOS

In this case, the currency sign must not be statically
defined for the Revenue field at the Social Definition
level, since it could be different for each Opportunity
instance.

When the value of Allow Currency Overriding is
True, applications can send the currency sign as a
separate field, which will have the same name as the
Currency field, but with the suffix "_UNITS".

Using the example above, when Allow Currency
Overriding is True, the Social Definition Builder
internally adds a new field to the definition called
REVENUE_UNITS, which will hold the currency sign of the
Revenue field.

Allow Units Overriding DoubleInteger Boolean value that specifies whether a particular
numeric field's units can be defined on per instance
basis. This field works the same way as the Allow
Currency Overriding field, for any numeric field.

Currency Symbol Currency The symbol representing this form of currency, such as
a dollar sign or a euro symbol.

Display Type String Select one of these values:

• Text: Standard field with a text field label.
• List of Values: List of possible values from which

the client user can select one. For each possible
value, enter an Internal Value and the Display
Text.

• Multi-Select Group: List of possible values with a
check box for each value; the user can select one
or more check boxes. For each possible value,
enter a Group Option Key (internal value) and the
Display Text.

Display Unit of Measure as
Prefix

Double

Integer

Specifies whether the unit of measure is displayed
before the numeric portion of the number.

Is Case-Sensitive String Specifies whether the value that the user enters for the
field is case-sensitive.
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Field Data Type Description

Is Externally Persisted Boolean

Currency

Date

Date local

Double

Integer

Percent

Person

Person ID

URL

Specifies whether the field value is to be retrieved
when the Social Object instance is displayed, If true,
the field will be stored in Oracle Social Network.

Is Exposed to Analytics Boolean

Currency

Date

Date local

Double

Integer

Percent

Person

Person ID

URL

Specifies whether data for the field is stored and
available to be tracked on the Oracle Social Network
server.

Max. Characters String The maximum number of characters allowed in the
field.

Number of Rows String The number of rows. When this value is > 1, the field is
displayed as a Text Area.

Precision Currency

Double

Integer

The number of digits in the value. The number 123.45
has a precision of 5.

Scale Currency

Double

Integer

Percent

The number of digits to the right of the decimal point.
The number 123.45 has a scale of 2.

Unit of Measure Double

Integer

The unit for the number, such as mm (millimeter), in
(inch), and so on.

Related Topics:

• Editing Social Definition Field Properties

• Display Type Properties

Social Definition Supplemental (Other) Properties
You can edit properties of a Social Definition in the Integrations > Social Definition >
Other area in the Social Definition Builder.

1. In the developer website, click the Integrations tab.
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2. Log in to the pre-defined staging instance as a developer user, or log in to an
instance that you configured in your environment.

3. Select the Social Definition that you want to edit (for example, select CRM >
Customer).

4. Click Other in the left column of the page.

5. Change the properties, using the following table as a guide.

Field Description

Is Discoverable Specifies whether users can make Social Definition instances (Social
Objects) public. If the Discoverable option is selected, the Social Definition
displays in the Social Objects drop-down list in the user interface, and users
can make Social Objects public in the same way they would make a
Conversation public. Public Social Objects appear in search results and in
the Available area on the Social Objects page. If the Discoverable option isn't
selected, the user does not see the Social Definition or any of its Social
Objects unless they are invited.

Is Exposed to Analytics Not used.

Manages an Outcome for Analytics Not used.

External URL Template Used along with External URL Regex and External URL Property Key to build
a URL that points to the corresponding object in the System of Record. For
Oracle Cloud Applications, when the values are not null, the Oracle Social
Network web client automatically adds a link above the app area called View
Details; clicking the link takes the user to the object's page in the Oracle
Cloud Application (System of Record). The template defines the static part of
the URL that is generated; it can also include patterns to be used later as
substitution variables. For example: http://fusioncrm.oracle.com/sales?
opportunityID={OptyID}

External URL Regex Used along with External URL Template and External URL Property Key to
build a URL that points to the corresponding object in the System of Record.
The regular expression is applied to the URL template to perform any
substitution. An example expression corresponding to the example above
might be \{OptyID\}.

External URL Property Key Used along with External URL Template and External URL Regex to build a
URL that points to the corresponding object in the System of Record.
Specifies the name of a Social Definition field. Its value is used to replace the
results of the regular expression above. An example value corresponding to
the example above might be OPTY_NUMBER where OPTY_NUMBER is the key for
a field in the Opportunity's Social Definition. The CRM application populates
the OPTY_NUMBER field of each Social Object with the ID to include in the URL.
Note that the OPTY_NUMBER field does not need to be viewable; by setting the
displayInSummary, displayInDetail, and DisplayInDigest values to false for
the Social Definition, you can hide the field while using it to build the external
URL. If the value of OPTY_NUMBER is 309029403, this URL is generated:
http://fusiocrm.oracle.com/sales?opportunityID=309029403.

Display Type Properties
The following reference table provides more information about display types and their
special considerations.

Property Description

Text Standard field with a text field label.
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Property Description

List of Values List of possible values from which the client user can select one.
For each possible value, enter an Internal Value and the Display
Text.

Multi-Select Group List of possible values with a check box for each value; the user
can select one or more check boxes. For each possible value,
enter a Group Option Key (internal value) and the Display Text.

Supported Data Types
The following reference table provides more information about supported data types
for Social Definitions.

For general information about data types, see the Oracle Database SQL Language
Reference here: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e26088/
sql_elements001.htm#autoId6

Type Notes

Boolean Either "true" or "false".

Currency A double is expected as the value. In the definition file,
include another field with key of
'key_of_currency_field_UNITS' to display the units next
to the currency.

The symbol representing this form of currency, such as a
dollar sign ($) or a euro symbol.
Note that your Social Definition can specify certain
behaviors for the currency symbol; for example, you can
define whether to display the currency symbol before the
numeric value or after it.

Date The jqueri-ui feature is required for the values to display
correctly.

All Date fields must be specified as UTC milliseconds
from epoch. Date fields should be displayed according to
each client time zone whereas Date Local fields should
be time zone agnostic in the sense that they should
display the same time despite the time zone of the client.

Date Local All Date Local fields must be specified as UTC
milliseconds from epoch. Date fields should be displayed
according to each client time zone whereas Date Local
fields should be time zone agnostic in the sense that
they should display the same time despite the time zone
of the client.

Double

Integer

Percent A double value that is displayed with the percent sign,
"%".

Person The email address of an Oracle Social Network user.
This will be displayed as an anchor and will navigate to
the user.

Person ID
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Type Notes

URL The value will be represented as an anchor in the web
client. Another field with the key 'key_of_url_field_NAME'
is used for the inner text of the anchor.

Publishing a Social Object Definition
Click Publish to deploy the changes on the server. All users can see your changes
when they refresh their browser.

Note: You must have developer privileges to publish your Social Object definition or
group. If you do not have developer privileges, the Publish button does not display.

Click the Staging link (in the user menu drop-down list) to view your changes on the
associated browser client.

In the Oracle Social Network client browser, Social Definitions are grouped and
displayed in the Social Objects tab.

Creating a Social Object Based on the Social Definition
On the Oracle Social Network developer website, you can view your completed Social
Definition in the staging instance of the Oracle Social Network browser client and
create an instance of it - a Social Object.

The steps in this section assume that you have one or more existing Social Definitions.

To create an instance of a Social Definition in your staging instance:

1. In the developer website, click the Staging link in the user menu drop-down list.

2. Log in to the pre-defined staging instance as an administrator user, or log in to an
instance that you configured in your environment.

3. Click Social Objects and select a Social Definition that you want to create a
Social Object from (for example, select CRM > Customer).

4. Click +New <object>. The new instance displays, based on the defined fields and
presentation options defined for that object.

5. If the Social Definition allows the instance name to be edited, you can change it;
for example, you can change the instance name from New Customer to Acme
Lighting, Inc.

Related topics:

• Social Object Field Value Localization

Social Object Field Value Localization
This section describes how to manage Social Object field values across different
locales.

Note that along with the localization considerations for Social Definitions, you need to
keep in mind that the Social Objects created based on those definitions may be used
by an international audience.
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Oracle Social Network clients can detect that a metadata field has a localized field
value, displaying it instead of the default value if applicable.

Related topics:

• Social Definition Field Localization Properties

Locales in Social Object Field Values
When you look at a Social Object's fields, you see values similar to this sample job
requisition's fields, which were obtained using the REST API GET request ../v1/
socialObjects/<socialObjectID>/fields:

{
    "name": "OPEN_POSITION",
    "value": "Engineer",
},
{
    "name": "LOCATION",
    "value": "California, USA",
},
{
    "name": "EDUCATION",
    "value": "College + 4",
}

Each of these fields shows only one value, in English; however, you might want users
with a different locale setting in their browser or other client to see localized values for
the fields. For example, you might want OPEN_POSITION to be:

Engineer for the default value that appears when no locale is specified
Coder for the English value
Ingenieur for the French value

To identify a locale other than the default, attach #locale-code to the field's property
name when defining it for Oracle Social Network. Internally, the code looks for locale
identifiers on fields to determine which one to display:

1. It looks for field names that do not have the # identifier. These are the default field
names.

2. For each default field name, it looks for one with a more specific value for the
current user's locale (for example, OPEN_POSITION#en_US). If it exists, that value is
displayed.

3. If not, and if the user's locale has language and country code, it looks for a
language without a country code (for example, OPEN_POSITION#en). If it exists, that
value is displayed.

4. If not, display the default value (for example, Engineer).

A default value with no locale identifier must always exist for the Social Object.

When you POST values for the OPEN_POSITION field values for this example, they look
similar to the following:

{
    "name": "OPEN_POSITION",
    "value": "Engineer",
},
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{
    "name": "OPEN_POSITION#en_US",
    "value": "Coder",
},
{
    "name": "OPEN_POSITION#fr",
    "value": "Ingenieur"
}

For more information about supported locales, see Localization.

Deploying a Social Definition on Your Production System
After creating your social definition and testing it on your staging instance, you then
deploy it on your production system. This topic describes how to download your social
definition and summarizes the process of deploying it.

1. Click Integrations in the menu bar, then click an item in the Integration Groups
column - for example, CRM. The Social Definitions are listed.

The following figure shows some example Social Definitions, with the Download
link for the Customer definition highlighted.

2. Click Download and follow the screen prompts to save it.

3. On your production system, use the web client’s administration UI to add the
Social Definition; refer to the web client’s help for detailed instructions.

Note: Although Social Definition files are in XML format, hand-editing these files is
not supported.
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5
Tutorial: Using the Social Definition Builder
to Create an Integration

This tutorial will guide you through the basic steps to create a new Social Object
Definition, create an instance of it on the staging system, and then create a Social
Plugin that generates a URL you can use to embed a Social Object List into an
external application.

A Social Object Definition (called a Social Definition from here on) is a "model" of a
Social Object; after you create a Social Definition and publish (deploy) it on your
system, users can create Social Object instances based on the definition. Social
Objects look similar to Conversations in the user interface but they contain a
specialized app containing System of Record data from a Business Object in the
integrating application.

When you use the wizard to create a Social Definition, you are primarily defining the
structure and content of the app portion of the Social Object. The wizard uses your
selections to assemble the complete Social Definition.

This tutorial assumes you have access to an Oracle Social Network staging
environment.

Topics:

• Step 1: Create and Publish a New Social Definition

• Step 2: Edit Properties and Add Fields

• Step 3: Customize the Look & Feel

• Step 4: Create a Social Object Based on the Social Definition

• Step 5: Download your Social Definition

• Step 6: Use the Social Plugin Explorer to Embed a Social Object List in your
Application

• What a Real Social Plugin Integration Might Look Like

Step 1: Create and Publish a Basic Social Definition
Follow these steps to create a new definition using the wizard.

1. In the developer website, click the Integrations tab.

2. Log in to the pre-defined staging instance as a developer user, or log in to an
instance that you configured in your environment.

3. Click +New, and follow the steps of the wizard, entering the information shown in
the following sections.
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Wizard Step 1: Select or Create Integration Group

Field/Option Value Notes

New or existing
Group

Select Create a
new Group to
contain the Social
Definition.

In the Oracle Social Network client browser, Social
Definitions are grouped and displayed in the Social
Objects tab.

Group Name CRM We are creating a group of CRM components.
Typically the Group Name corresponds to the name of
the System of Record providing data for the Social
Definition, but this is not required.

Group Code (leave as is) When you create a new Group, the wizard generates
a Group Code automatically.

Group
Namespace

(leave as is) The system automatically generates a value based on
the namespace (system domain) and the Group
Name, but you can edit it if needed. The namespace
is used as the prefix for the Social Object Definitions
that will be included in the Group.

Group Order (leave as is) Used by the web client to order the groups of Social
Definitions in the Social Objects tab. The wizard
generates a random Group Order value automatically
if the field is empty; however, you can change it if you
want your Social Definition groups to display in a
particular order.

Wizard Step 2: Define Social Definition Attributes

Field/Option Value Notes

Social Definition
Name

Customer The name of your Social Definition. Typically the
Social Definition name corresponds to the "subject" of
the Conversation.

Social Definition
Plural Name

Customers The plural form of the Social Definition Name. When
appropriate, the system uses the Plural Name in the
user interface.

Social Definition
ID

(leave as is) The ID that the system uses to identify the Social
Definition internally. A value is generated
automatically (customer) but you can edit it if needed.
In a real-life integration, you would work with your
development team to define a Social Definition ID that
corresponds to the primary key of your entity
(business object) in your external application.

Full Social
Definition ID

Not editable. The wizard automatically generates a namespaced ID
value. You cannot edit this value.

Checkboxes
(Edit Options)

(leave as is) These options determine what users can do with the
Social Objects that they create based on this
definition. For example, if the Renameable option is
selected, users can rename their Social Object
instances. For details about these options, see the
Help.

Wizard Step 3: Add Social Definition Fields

Click Next to skip this step for now; we'll add fields later.
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Wizard Step 4: Define Social Definition Presentation Options

Leave as is and click Next to continue. These options determine the appearance of
the Social Objects in the user interface.

Wizard Step 5: Confirm Your Selections and Publish

Click Finish & Publish.

The wizard creates and deploys a new Social Definition on the Oracle Social Network
staging server.

In the browser client, when users on the staging instance refresh their browser page,
the new Social Definition becomes available in the Social Objects tab.

Note: You need developer privileges to publish your Social Definition. If you are not a
developer, the Finish & Publish button is not displayed.

Now we have a basic Social Definition. It doesn't contain much information yet, but
we'll take care of that next.

Step 2: Edit the Social Definition Properties
Now we will further define our Social Definition, and add fields so that our Social
Definition can be useful.

Click Integrations in the menu bar, then click CRM in the Integration Groups column
to display our new Social Definition. Click Edit.

In the Basic tab, add a description for your group. This description is for your
reference, and does not appear in the user interface.

Click the Social Definitions tab. In the Customer > Fields area of the page, click
Add to create each field listed in the following table. When you initially add the fields,
you enter only the Field Label (and optionally a Key that differs from the default
value); after creating the fields, you can select the Type and whether the field is
Required or Read Only.

In a real-life integration, you correlate the Field Keys in your Social Definition instance
(Social Object) with your external application using a method in your code that invokes
the Public API; in the payload it identifies the list of (Social Object field name) key-
value pairs for each attribute.

Additionally, you would typically control the content of the Social Definition and Social
Object fields from your external application by defining all the fields in the definition as
Read Only; you send updated values from your application to Oracle Social Network
periodically based on your application lifecycle. However, for prototyping and testing
your Social Definition, you can make the fields editable and test their behavior.

Field Label Field Key Type Required/Read Only

Primary Contact (leave as is) String Select the Required check box.

Phone (leave as is) String

Email (leave as is) String

Owner (leave as is) Person Select the Required check box.

Registry ID (leave as is) String Select the Read Only check box.
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Field Label Field Key Type Required/Read Only

URL (leave as is) URL

Address (leave as is) String

The Social Definition Builder displays the fields you've defined:

Note that there are many other properties that can be set for these fields; for example,
you can click the Localization button for each field to enter a translated field name,
use the More button for a field to specify whether it is case-sensitive, and so on.

Related Topic:

• Social Definitions and the Social Definition Builder

Step 3: Customize the Look & Feel
Now let's define the number of columns to display in the UI, where the label appears
relative to the field, and some additional properties for each field.

In the left pane, click Presentation, select your new Social Definition if it isn't already,
and select these options:

• Columns to Display: 2

• Label Position: To the left of the field

Name Options

PRIMARY_CONTACT Show in Summary, Show in Detail, Sortable
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Name Options

PHONE Show in Detail

EMAIL Show in Detail

OWNER Show in Summary, Show in Detail, Sortable

REGISTRY_ID Show in Detail, Sortable

URL Show in Detail

ADDRESS Show in Detail

After reviewing the ordering of these fields, we've realized that the Owner field should
really be at the top. Select the Owner field, and then click First to move it to the top.

Click Publish. The system saves any changes you've made, and then publishes the
updated Social Definition in the staging instance.

Step 4: Create a Social Object Based on the Social
Definition

Now let's view our completed Social Definition in the staging instance of the Oracle
Social Network browser client and create an instance of it - a Social Object.

Click the Staging link in the user menu drop-down list.

In the Social Objects tab, find CRM and then Customer, and click it.

Click + New Customer to create a Social Object instance. The new instance displays,
showing the fields that you created and the various presentation options that you
selected. You can edit the name of the instance if you selected the Renameable option
earlier in the tutorial; for example, you can change the instance name from New
Customer to Acme Lighting, Inc. The following screenshot shows the Customer Social
Object, after entering information into the fields and changing its name to Acme
Lighting, Inc:
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Step 5: Download and Deploy Your Social Definition
After creating your social definition and testing it on your staging instance, you deploy
it on your production system. This topic describes how to download your social
definition and summarizes the process of deploying it.

1. Click Integrations in the menu bar, then click an item in the Integration Groups
column - for example, CRM. The Social Definitions are listed.

The following figure shows some example Social Definitions, with the Download
link for the Customer definition highlighted.

2. Click Download and follow the screen prompts to save it.

3. On your production system, use the web client’s administration UI to add the
Social Definition; refer to the web client’s help for detailed instructions.

Note: Although Social Definition files are in XML format, hand-editing these files is
not supported.

Step 6: Use the Social Plugin Explorer to Embed a Social
Object List in Your Application

You can expose components of Oracle Social Network inside your own application or
from any web page by embedding a "plugin" containing a URL-based request.

The Social Plugin Explorer can generate a plugin to embed a Conversation,
Conversation List, Social Object, Document, and more. You choose the plugin type
you want, configure it by selecting options (using the UI - no coding required), and
then copy the auto-generated URL code into your application.

We will create a Social Object Group plugin that lets us display the Social Objects that
we previously created in a web page.
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Before beginning, you might want to read the documentation for the Social Plugin
Explorer.

In the developer website, navigate to Resources > Social Plugin Explorer > Social
Object Group. If necessary, log in to the pre-defined staging instance as a developer
user.

After logging in, you see the Social Object Group plugin utility in the right pane. In the
following screenshot, the CRM Social Object Integration Group and the Customer
Social Object Name have been selected in the two drop-down lists. The highlighting
also shows the generated URL that displays.

The generated URL is updated automatically as you change the options in the plugin
utility.

There are many ways to use the plugin URL to display your Social Object List in an
application. For example, you can use the URL as part of the code that generates an
iFrame containing the Social Object List.

What a Social Plugin Integration Might Look Like
In the following figure, you can see that we integrated a Conversation plugin into the
user interface.
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6
Using Social Plugins to Embed Oracle
Social Network Components

Social plugins are Oracle Social Network user interface components that are
embeddable in web applications. You can expose a component of Oracle Social
Network, such as a Conversation, Conversation List, Social Object, or Document,
inside your own application or from any web page by embedding a social plugin, which
contains a URL-based request.

On the Oracle Social Network developer website, you can use the Social Plugin
Explorer to choose the plugin type you want, configure it by selecting options (from the
user interface - no coding required), and then copy the auto-generated URL code into
your application.

The Social Plugin Explorer is on the developer website here:

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/socialplugins/social-plugins.jsp

Before you can use the Social Plugin Explorer, you must log in to an Oracle Social
Network instance. Typically this would be a staging (test) instance where you can
experiment with changes to your system.

In addition to the auto-generated URLs that the Social Plugin Explorer provides, you
can create many other URLs to embed Oracle Social Network views into your
application. The Social Plugin API URL Reference shows the complete list of views
along with sorting and filtering options.

Topics:

• Social Plugin Types

• Social Plugin Explorer Overview

• Social Object Group Plugin

• Social Object Plugin

• Conversations List - Conversations or Collections Plugin

• Conversation or Collection Plugin

• Social Plugin URL Reference

• What a Social Plugin Integration Might Look Like

Social Plugin Types
These Oracle Social Network social plugins can be embedded in applications: List and
Standalone Window.

The developer website provides an interactive Social Plugin Explorer so that you can
see, in real time, the results that occur when you select from several configuration
options. After using the Social Plugin Explorer to generate the URL you want, you can
then incorporate that URL into your code to implement the plugin.
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• List plugins - provide a list view of Social Objects and Oracle Social Network
components.

• Standalone Window plugins - let a user view and interact with a single object in a
reduced navigation view framed by a new browser window or tab.

Social Plugin Explorer Overview
You can use the Social Plugin Explorer to choose the plugin type you want, configure
it by selecting options (from the user interface - no coding required), and then copy the
auto-generated URL code into your application.

Before you can use the wizard or edit social plugin properties in the developer website,
you must log in to your staging instance of Oracle Social Network, where you can
experiment with changes to your system.

In the developer website, navigate to Resources > Social Plugin Explorer. The
example below shows the Social Object Group plugin explorer page:

The fields in the left (shaded) section of the explorer generally correspond to the
Social Definition. The right section of the explorer is dynamically updated depending
on the values you select for the social plugin fields. The top right area shows the result
that you would see, and the Plugin URL area shows the URL that you would embed,
for example, in an iFrame to show the plugin.

The following sections contain reference information for each social plugin explorer
page and its associated fields.
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Social Object Group Plugin
You can use this social plugin to show a list of Social Objects of a particular group
(such as CRM Customers, Opportunities, Leads, Competitors, or References) or to
show a list of Social Objects of a particular type (such as only CRM Opportunities).

The Social Plugin Explorer for this plugin is on the developer website here: https://
<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/socialplugins/socialobjectlist/social-object-list.jsp

Usage Notes

The Social Object Group plugin displays a list of Social Objects of a particular group
(CRM Customers, Opportunities, Leads, Competitors, References, and so on).

When displayed in a narrow width area, the list view adjusts automatically; you do not
have to define a specific height and width for the component. However, as a best
practice, allow for a minimum size of 350 pixels in width and 480 pixels in height.

UI Parameter Values

The following table shows the parameters that you can use when creating a Social
Object Group plugin using the Social Plugin Explorer.

For a complete list of available parameters, see Social Plugin URL Reference.
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Field Name/ Parameter Values/Type Description

Social Object Group
typeGroup

Group (Integration Group) containing the Social Objects
that you want to display. For example, if you select a
Social Object Group called CRM and you select All for
the Social Object Name, the resulting generated URL in
the Plugin URL window is .../web/clist/
socialObjects/typeGroup/ID of Group.

Social Object Name
type

Name of the Social Object that you want to display. For
example, if you select a Social Object Group called
CRM and you select Opportunity for the Social Object
Name, the resulting generated URL in the Plugin URL
window is .../web/clist/socialObjects/type/ID of
Opportunity.

Navigation Menu
navMenu

Show Menu

Hide Menu

Social Object Group Only

Navigation menu options allow you to show, hide, or
limit the content of the navigation menu. If you select
Social Object Group Only, the menu displays only the
Social Objects that are contained in the selected Social
Object Group. By default, the menu displays and shows
all content.

Keep in mind that if you are editing the URL manually,
navMenu=hidden will hide the navigation menu
regardless of the URL. navMenu=scoped is relevant
only when viewing Social Object Groups; the parameter
is ignored unless the typeGroup client API is used. For
example: .../web/cList/socialObjects/typeGroup/HR.

Display Options Yours and Open (defaults)

Yours

Available

Favorites

Muted

Open

Closed

Specify up to two filters for the Social Object display.

Sort By
sortBy

Last Updated (Default)

Name

Unread Posts

Lets you sort the list.

For descriptions of the values, see Sort Options.

Sort Order
sortOrder

Descending (Default)

Ascending

Lets you sequence the list in ascending or descending
order.

For descriptions of the values, see Sort Options.

Language
locale

See Localization Specifies the locale for buttons and menus.

Sort Options (sortBy and sortOrder)

Sort options let you change the sort order of a list, and whether the list is displayed in
ascending or descending order.

Value Field Name Description

name Name Orders the list based on the name of the Conversation or
Social Object.
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Value Field Name Description

unread Unread Posts Orders the list based on the total number of unread
messages in a Conversation or Social Object.

lastupdated Last Updated (Default sortBy value) Orders the list based on the date
and time of the last update to a Conversation or Social
Object.

ascending Ascending Shows the lowest/oldest/alphabetically-first on top.

descending Descending (Default sortOrder value) Shows the highest/newest/
alphabetically-last on top.

Social Object Plugin
This social plugin shows an individual Social Object and a list of its related objects.

The Social Plugin Explorer for this plugin is on the developer website here: https://
<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/socialplugins/socialobjectscoped/social-object-
scoped.jsp

Usage Notes

The Social Object social plugin displays an individual Social Object and a list of its
related objects.

When displayed in a narrow width area, the list view adjusts automatically; you do not
have to define a specific height and width for the component. However, as a best
practice, allow for a minimum size of 350 pixels in width and 480 pixels in height.
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UI Parameter Values

The following table shows the parameters that you can use when creating a Social
Object plugin using the Social Plugin Explorer.

For a complete list of available parameters, see Social Plugin URL Reference.

Field Name/ Parameter Values/Type Description

External ID
type (for the Social
Definition)

primaryObjectID (for the
instance of the Social Object)

Numeric Specifies the External ID of the Social Object instance
(the ID assigned by the external application). To display
the entire Social Object Definition, use the type
parameter from the external application; to display a
specific Social Object instance, use the primaryObjectID
parameter from the external application. For example, to
display the Opportunity social definition, the External ID
value would be similar to myCompany.crm.opportunity.
To display a specific CRM Opportunity, the External ID
value would be similar to myCompany.crm.opportunity.
45820493. Note that the numeric identifier for the Social
Object instance is not the same as the Conversation ID;
the Conversation ID is an internal Object ID within Oracle
Social Network.

Navigation Menu
navMenu

Depending on your selection, it either hides or shows the
navigation menu.

Display Options Yours > Open (default)

Available

Favorites

Muted

Closed

Specify up to two filters for the Social Object display.

Sort By
sortBy

Last Updated (Default)

Name

Unread Posts

Lets you sort the list.

For descriptions of the values, see Sort Options.

Sort Order
sortOrder

Descending (Default)

Ascending

Lets you sequence the list in ascending or descending
order.

For descriptions of the values, see Sort Options.

Language
locale

See Localization Specifies the locale for buttons and menus. If a
parameter value other than one of these is provided, the
English locale is used.

Sort Options (sortBy and sortOrder)

Sort options let you change the sort order of a list, and whether the list is displayed in
ascending or descending order.

Value Field Name Description

name Name Orders the list based on the name of the Conversation or
Social Object.

unread Unread Posts Orders the list based on the total number of unread
messages in a Conversation or Social Object.
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Value Field Name Description

lastupdated Last Updated (Default sortBy value) Orders the list based on the date
and time of the last update to a Conversation or Social
Object.

ascending Ascending Shows the lowest/oldest/alphabetically-first on top.

descending Descending (Default sortOrder value) Shows the highest/newest/
alphabetically-last on top.

Conversations List - Conversations or Collections Plugin
The Conversation List social plugin shows a list of Conversations or collections.

The Social Plugin Explorer for this plugin is located on the developer website here:
https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/socialplugins/conversationlist/conversation-
list.jsp

Usage Notes

The Conversations List social plugin displays a list of Conversations or collections, or
all objects.

When displayed in a narrow width area, the list view adjusts automatically; you do not
have to define a specific height and width for the component. However, as a best
practice, allow for a minimum size of 350 pixels in width and 480 pixels in height.
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UI Parameter Values

The following table shows the parameters that you can use when creating a
Conversations List plugin using the Social Plugin Explorer.

For a complete list of available parameters, see Social Plugin URL Reference.

Field Name/ Parameter Values/Type Description

Type
type

All

Conversations

Collections

Displays either a list of all objects (select All), or a list of a
single type of Oracle Social Network component. The
default is All.

Navigation Menu
navMenu

Depending on your selection, it either hides or shows the
navigation menu.

Display Options Yours > Open (default)

Available

Favorites

Muted

Closed

Specify up to two filters for the Social Object display.

Sort By
sortBy

Last Updated (Default)

Name

Unread Posts

Lets you sort the list.

For descriptions of the values, see Sort Options.

Sort Order
sortOrder

Descending (Default)

Ascending

Lets you sequence the list in ascending or descending
order.

For descriptions of the values, see Sort Options.

Language
locale

See Localization Specifies the locale for buttons and menus. If a parameter
value other than one of these is provided, the English
locale is used.

Sort Options (sortBy and sortOrder)

Sort options let you change the sort order of a list, and whether the list is displayed in
ascending or descending order.

Value Field Name Description

name Name Orders the list based on the name of the Conversation or
Social Object.

unread Unread Posts Orders the list based on the total number of unread
messages in a Conversation or Social Object.

lastupdated Last Updated (Default sortBy value) Orders the list based on the date
and time of the last update to a Conversation or Social
Object.

ascending Ascending Shows the lowest/oldest/alphabetically-first on top.

descending Descending (Default sortOrder value) Shows the highest/newest/
alphabetically-last on top.

Conversation or Collection Plugin
This standalone window social plugin shows a single Conversation or collection.
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The Social Plugin Explorer for this plugin is located here: https://<staging-instance>/
osndevelopers/socialplugins/conversationwall/conversation-wall.jsp

The following figure shows the plugin for a collection. Some selections are not
available for Conversations.

Usage Notes

The Conversation Standalone Window social plugin displays a particular Conversation
or collection.

The component displays in a reduced navigation view framed by a new browser
window or tab. The list view adjusts automatically; you do not have to define a specific
height and width for the component. However, as a best practice, allow for a minimum
size of 350 pixels in width and 480 pixels in height.

UI Parameter Values

The following table shows the parameters that you can use when creating a
Conversation or Collection plugin using the Social Plugin Explorer.

For a complete list of available parameters, see Social Plugin URL Reference.
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Field Name/ Parameter Values/Type Description

Conversation ID
conversation

Numeric Displays a specific Conversation. The value is the
numeric ID for an Oracle Social Network Conversation or
a Social Object. For example, if you enter the
Conversation ID 21224, the resulting generated URL in
the Plugin URL window would be .../web/cList/
conversations/21224.

Collection ID
collection

Numeric Displays the wall for a specific Collection. The value is
the numeric ID for an Oracle Social Network Collection
or a Social Object.

Navigation Menu
navMenu

Depending on your selection, it either hides or shows the
navigation menu.

Display Options Yours > Open (defaults)

Available

Favorites

Muted

Closed

Valid only for Collections. Specify up to two filters for the
display.

Sort By
sortBy

Last Updated (Default)

Name

Unread Posts

Valid only for Collections. Lets you sort the list.

For descriptions of the values, see Sort Options.

Sort Order
sortOrder

Descending (Default)

Ascending

Valid only for Collections. Lets you sequence the list in
ascending or descending order.

For descriptions of the values, see Sort Options.

Language
locale

See Localization Specifies the locale for buttons and menus. If a
parameter value other than one of these is provided, the
English locale is used.

Sort Options (sortBy and sortOrder)

Sort options let you change the sort order of a list, and whether the list is displayed in
ascending or descending order.

Value Field Name Description

name Name Orders the list based on the name of the Conversation or
Social Object.

unread Unread Posts Orders the list based on the total number of unread
messages in a Conversation or Social Object.

lastupdated Last Updated (Default sortBy value) Orders the list based on the date
and time of the last update to a Conversation or Social
Object.

ascending Ascending Shows the lowest/oldest/alphabetically-first on top.

descending Descending (Default sortOrder value) Shows the highest/newest/
alphabetically-last on top.
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Social Plugin API URL Reference
The Social Plugin API URL reference shows the URLs that correspond to OSN views.

You can view the URL reference from within the Oracle Social Network instance using
this URL:

https://<host>[:<port>]/<instance>/web/cList/api

You can also view the URLs on the developer website here:

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/socialplugins/url-documentation.jsp

Specify the desired view after the [osn_instance_root] portion of the URL:

https://<host>[:<port>]/<instance>/web/cList/<view>

For example:

https://companyname.com:1234/osn/web/cList/conversations 

What a Social Plugin Integration Might Look Like
In the following figure, you can see that we integrated a Conversation plugin.
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7
App Development

This section describes how to create and deploy apps (sometimes called applications
or gadgets). Apps allow you to extend the capabilities of the Oracle Social Network
web client in the context of a Conversation.

On the Oracle Social Network developer website, you can use the App Builder to
create Conversation apps.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/gadgets/gadgets.jsp

Topics:

• About Apps

• The Basics of App Development

• App Definition File Basic Structure

• Useful Libraries (Features) for Creating Apps

• Creating a Simple Conversation App Definition File

• Including JavaScript in an App

• Creating a Conversation App - A Complete Definition

• Adding an App in Oracle Social Network

For reference information about the app definition file properties, see App Definition
File Reference.

About Apps
Apps are web-based applications that can be deployed in Oracle Social Network for
use in the web client. (Currently apps are not used in other clients such as mobile,
Outlook, and desktop.)

Based on the OpenSocial app specification developed by Google, apps use standard
web technologies such as XML, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, and can run in every
major web browser. An XML app definition file specifies its content, behavior, and
properties.

Two kinds of apps exist in Oracle Social Network:

• Conversation apps. These apps are designed to be placed into a specific
Conversation. Examples include a photo viewer, clock, poll, or map utility. A
sample Conversation app called the Oracle Social Network Site App is included
with the product; it lets users embed a live web page inside a Conversation. If you
define your app as a singleton (called a Conversation-level app in the user
interface), only one instance of it can be added to a particular Conversation.

• Social Object apps. Social Object apps expand on typical apps by adding the
capability to include fields containing data from an external application (System of
Record) that can be edited and revised in Oracle Social Network, and then
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automatically updated in the originating application. A Social Object app is a
component of a Social Definition.

Although Social Object apps are also defined using an XML definition file, you
create them using the Social Definition Builder rather than by hand.

Internally, an instance of an app is called a widget. You assign each widget a name
when adding it to a Conversation.

The Oracle Social Network REST API for apps and app definitions are /gadgets and /
gadgetDefinitions.

Important Note: When developing and deploying new apps, make sure you take
relevant JavaScript security precautions. Non-secure apps can make your entire
Oracle Social Network environment vulnerable to malicious hacking. One potential
web application security vulnerability is an XSS hole. An XSS hole enables cross-site
scripting (XSS) to be used to exploit users' confidential data without passing an access
control mechanism such as a same-origin policy. For example, a poorly written app
could use the Oracle Social Network REST API to retrieve data that is accessible to
the current user and then send that data to a malicious website.

Related Topics:

• Social Objects

• Social Definitions and the Social Definition Builder

Sample Apps Included with Oracle Social Network
Oracle Social Network provides sample apps that you can use as a guide in
developing your own:

• The Site App allows you to embed a live web page into a Conversation. Note that
some external sites, such as http://www.google.com, don't allow embedding; these
sites do not appear when a user puts the URLs in the Oracle Social Network Site
app.

• The Photo Viewer App automatically displays all the images in the Conversation
as a slide show.

Note: The Oracle Social Network Collection App is a Social Object app. It is
included to provide Collection functionality; although it is included in the product, it is
not intended for use as a sample app.

The Basics of App Development
This section describes the basic process for creating an app.

1. Write the app definition file.

2. Validate the app.

3. Deploy the app using the Oracle Social Network administration UI.

These tools are useful for developing Oracle Social Network apps:

• A text editor to write the app's OpenSocial XML definition file.

• An XML validation tool to ensure syntactic correctness in the app specification
files.
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• Optionally, you may install an IDE that supports the different languages used for
app creation.

App Definition File Basic Structure
This example shows the basic structure of Conversation apps.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
   <Module>
      <ModulePrefs />
      <UserPref />
      <Content type="html">
         <![CDATA[]]>
      </Content>
  </Module>

The following table summarizes the elements that you use in app definition files.

Element Parent Description

<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="UTF-8" ?>

Required. Standard XML declaration.

<Module> Required. Root element for the file, indicating that the XML file
contains an app. Contains no attributes.

<ModulePrefs> Module Required. Contains general attributes for the app, including the
name, description, and author information; required libraries; and UI
string definitions for each locale.

<Require> ModulePrefs Optional. Contains attributes that specify required features for the
app.

<UserPref> Module Contains child elements that define user input fields for the app.

<msg> Locale Required. You must define <msg> strings for at least one language;
optionally, you can define strings for additional languages.

<Content> Module Required. Defines the type of content that the app will use. If
type="html" is specified, a CDATA section must be included.

<![CDATA[]]> Content Optional. Parent element = Content. Used to display HTML,
JavaScript, or CSS content. This section is the equivalent of the
<body> section of an HTML file. Note that code inside the CDATA[]
is not treated as XML data.

For reference information about the attributes that occur in each tag, see App
Definition File Reference .

Useful Libraries (Features) for Creating Apps
Features are JavaScript libraries that provide specific functionality for apps, such as
communicating with the Oracle Social Network server, adding interactive behavior, or
manipulating data.

Oracle Social Network includes the following features:

Feature Description

waggle Provides support for accessing the Oracle Social Network API and
making calls to the Oracle Social Network server.
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Feature Description

core Provides support for manipulating JSON data, manipulating
strings, and accessing user preferences.

rpc Provides operations for making app-to-container and container-to-
app calls.

jquery Provides support for adding interactivity, handling events, and
manipulating data. Documentation is at http://api.jquery.com/.

jquery-ui Provides support for adding interactive elements. Documentation
is at http://api.jqueryui.com/.

setprefs Provides the ability to store preferences dynamically.

You specify required features in the app definition file using the <Require> element.
This example shows how to specify that the waggle feature is required:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<Module>
   <ModulePrefs title="My Appapp">
      <Require feature="waggle" version="1.0" />
   </ModulePrefs />
   <Content type="html">
      <![CDATA[]]>
   </Content>
</Module>

Adding a Custom Feature to Oracle Social Network
In addition to using the default features, you can add your own custom features by
uploading feature files to Oracle Social Network using the administration UI.

After adding a feature, open its properties and upload the .js files that are associated
with it.

1. Log in to Oracle Social Network as an administrator.

2. In the Administration UI, select Features to display a table of available features.

3. Click New Feature.
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4. Enter a name for the feature in the Feature Name field.

5. Enter a version number for the feature in the Feature Version field.

6. Click Create.

Creating a Simple Conversation App Definition File
The following Conversation app displays the message “Hello, Oracle Social Network!".

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 
<Module>
   <ModulePrefs title="Hello, Oracle Social Network!" 
   description="Hello, Oracle Social Network! App" /> 
   <Content type="html">
   <![CDATA[ 
      Hello, Oracle Social Network!
   ]]>
   </Content> 
</Module>

You can also add CSS elements in the CDATA container in the <Content> section:

<Content type="html">
<![CDATA[
   <style type="text/css">
      p {
         text-align: center;
         font-family: Arial;
      }
   </style>
]]>
</Content>

Including JavaScript in an App
To enhance interactivity, you can include JavaScript in your app. You add JavaScript
in the <Content> section of the app definition file.

Here is a simple example showing JavaScript added to the CDATA element in the
Content element:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 
   <Module>
      <ModulePrefs title="My First Interactive App" />
      <Content type="html">
      <![CDATA[
         <script type="text/javascript">
            function myFunction() {
               alert("Hello World!");
            }
         </script>
         <input type="button" id="myButton" value="Click me"
         onClick="myFunction();" />
      ]]>
      </Content>
</Module>
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Creating a Conversation App - A Complete Definition
This section describes the Oracle Social Network Site App, which embeds an external
site into a Conversation. Embedding an external site in Oracle Social Network allows
users to share links and collaborate around them without leaving Oracle Social
Network.

You can download sample code for Conversation apps here:

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/codesamples/zipfiles/apps-sample-
code-all.zip

The Site app consists of two views: the Default View (also called Setup View) and the
External Site View. The Default View prompts the user to specify an external URL to
display. After the address is validated, it is displayed as an iFrame in the External Site
View.

Note that in many cases, the user must change their browser default settings to allow
insecure content in order to display the external URL in the app.

1. Define the Module Preferences section of the XML file.

The Site app uses the rpc, waggle and setprefs features. The <Locale> section
specifies different messages and fields that the app displays.

<ModulePrefs title="OSN Site App" description="Loads an external site into a 
Conversation.">
 
   <Require feature="rpc"/>
   <Require feature="setprefs"/>
   <Require feature="waggle"/>
 
   <Locale lang="all">
      <msg name="address">Address</msg>
      <msg name="apply">Apply</msg>
      <msg name="address_is_blank">Address cannot be blank</msg>
      <msg name="address_not_valid">Address is not a valid HTTP address</msg>
      <msg name="gadget_title">OSN Site App</msg>
      <msg name="address_changed">Address changed to: {0}</msg>
   </Locale>
 
</ModulePrefs>

2. In the User Preferences section, specify that the input field for the site URL is
required.

<UserPref name="url" display_name="__MSG_address__" required="true"/>

3. In the CDATA section, create a container for rendering the Setup View.

The Setup View contains a field for specifying the URL of the external site and an
Apply button to save it.

<div id="setup">
   <div class="field">
   <label for="url">__MSG_address__</label>
   <input id="url" name="url" type="url" 
   placeholder="http://" onkeyup="if(!visible($('error'))) hide($('error'));"/>
   <span id="error"></span>
   </div> 
   <button id="apply" onmouseover="buttonOnMouseOver();" 
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onmouseout="buttonOnMouseOut()"
   onclick="buttonOnClick()">__MSG_apply__</button>
</div>

The strings for the Address input field and the Apply button are variables labeled
__MSG_address__ and __MSG_apply__.

This figure shows how Oracle Social Network renders the Setup View of the app.
The app enables a user to enter the URL of a site to be loaded in a Conversation.

4. Create an iFrame for displaying the embedded external site.

<iframe id="externalsite"></iframe>

5. Register an onload event handler in the JavaScript section of the app.

The onload event handler will execute the load function when the app is loaded.

gadgets.util.registerOnLoadHandler(load)

6. Define the load function that listens for the user's input URL.

Once the user specifies the URL to be loaded, the address is validated and
displayed.

function load() {
   waggle.gadget.onPropertiesChanged(propertiesChanged)
 
   var address = prefs.getString('url').trim()
   if(validateAddress(address)) {
      showExternalSite(address)
   }
   else {
      $('url').value = address
      show($('setup'))
   }
}

7. Add the propertiesChanged function to listen for user input in the URL field.

Once a URL is specified, the default app view is hidden and the external site is
displayed.

function propertiesChanged(delta) {
   var preferences = delta.preferences
   if(preferences.url !== undefined) {
      var address = preferences.url.trim()
      hide($('externalsite'))
      show($('setup'))
      $('url').value = address
      if(validateAddress(address))
         showExternalSite(preferences.url)
   }
}

8. Add the showExternalSite function to show the External Site View.

This function loads the external site into an iFrame.

function showExternalSite(url) {
   hide($('setup'));
   var ifr = $('externalsite')
   ifr.src = url
   show(ifr)
}
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9. Add the hide and show functions to control the CSS behavior of the app.

function visible(el) { el.style.display != 'none'; }
function hide(el) { el.style.display = 'none'; } 
function show(el) { el.style.display = 'block'; }
function showInline(el) { el.style.display = 'inline'; }

10. Define the mouse behavior of the app.

After the user types a URL and clicks Apply, the app verifies the website address,
hides the setup view, and embeds the site into an iFrame.

function buttonOnMouseOver() {
   var applyButton = $('apply');
   applyButton.style.backgroundPosition = '0 -72px'; 
}
 
function buttonOnMouseOut() {
   var applyButton = $('apply');
   applyButton.style.backgroundPosition = '0 -48px'; 
}
 
function buttonOnClick() {
   var url = $('url');
   var address = url.value.trim();
 
   if(!validateAddress(address))
      return
 
   prefs.set('url', address)
   sendAddressChangedChat(address)
 
   hide($('setup'))
   load()
}

11. Add a function that allows a user to update or change the URL of the embedded
site.

function sendAddressChangedChat(address) {
   var addressChangedMessage = "__MSG_address_changed__"
   var prefs = gadgets.Prefs()
   waggle.rpc.execute('Widget', 'createWidgetChat', function(success, result) 
{}, 
   prefs.getModuleId(), addressChangedMessage.replace(/{\d}/, address))
}

12. Define the app's CSS properties.

Notice that the button block contains an embedded Base64-encoded image. The
data string is shortened here for readability.

<![CDATA[
    <style>
       html, body, iframe { 
        margin: 0;
        padding: 0;
        height: 100%; 
      }
 
      body {
        font: 62.5%/1.5 Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif,"Lucida Grande","Lucida Sans",Tahoma,Verdana;
      }
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      iframe {
        border: 0 none;
        display: block;
        width: 100%;
      }
 
      label {
        font-weight: bold;
        display: block;
      }
 
      button {
        border: medium none;
        font-size: 1em;
        font-weight: bold;
        height: 24px;
        line-height: 24px;
        width: 90px;
        color: #ffffff;
        margin-top: 1em;
        background: url("data:image/png;base64,iVBOR…uQmCC") no-repeat  scroll 0 -48px 
ransparent; /*Full image encoding omitted on purpose */
      }
 
    #externalsite {
        display: none;
    }
 
    #setup {
        display: none;
        margin: 1em;
        padding: 1em;
        border: 1px outset #ddd;
        border-radius: 6px;
        -moz-border-radius: 6px;
        -webkit-border-radius: 6px;
    }
 
    #error {
        display: none;
        color: red;
        font-weight: bold;
        font-size: 1.1em;
    }
 
    label { 
        font-weight: bold; 
        display: block; 
    }
        
    .optional { 
        font-size: 0.9em; 
        color: #777; 
        }
        
    #url { 
        width: 100%; 
    }
      
</style>

13. Save your app as an XML file.
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When your app is tested and ready, you can deploy it. For more information, see 
Adding an App in Oracle Social Network.

Adding an App in Oracle Social Network
You use the Oracle Social Network administration UI to upload (deploy) an app
definition file to the server.

For detailed instructions on how to add, delete, or manage apps, see the web client's
online help.
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8
App Definition File Reference

This section contains reference information about the tags and their associated
attributes in an app definition file. If you have worked with OpenSocial gadgets, you
will find that most of the content in this chapter is familiar because Oracle Social
Network apps use the OpenSocial gadget specification.

Note that in addition to the properties that you can manage in the app definition file,
you can manage app metadata and many other properties using the App API and App
Definitions API. On the developer website you can view the API documentation here:

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/api/API_Public/Gadgets.jsp

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/api/API_Public/GadgetDefinitions.jsp

Topics:

• App Definition File Elements

• Supported Data Types

App Definition File Elements
This example shows the basic structure of Conversation apps.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
   <Module>
      <ModulePrefs />
      <UserPref />
      <Content type="html">
         <![CDATA[]]>
      </Content>
  </Module>

The following table summarizes the elements that you use in app definition files.

Element Parent Description

<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="UTF-8" ?>

N/A Required. Standard XML declaration.

<Module> N/A Required. Root element for the file, indicating that the XML file
contains an app. Contains no attributes.

<ModulePrefs> Module Required. Contains general attributes for the app including the
name, description, and author information; required libraries; and UI
string definitions for each locale.

<Require> ModulePrefs Optional. Contains attributes that specify required features for the
app.

<Optional> ModulePrefs Optional. Contains attributes that specify optional features for the
app.

<Icon> ModulePrefs Optional. Contains attributes that specify an icon for the app.
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Element Parent Description

<Locale> ModulePrefs At least one is required. Specifies strings for an app's UI content,
using <msg> elements in the <Locale/> section of the definition file.

<msg> Locale Required. You must define <msg> strings for at least one language;
optionally, you can define strings for additional languages.

<Link> ModulePrefs Optional. Contains the attributes href and rel.

<UserPref> Module Defines user input fields for the app.

<Content> Module Required. Defines the type of content that the app will use. If
type="html" is specified, a CDATA section must be included.

<![CDATA[]]> Content Optional. Parent element = Content. Used to display HTML,
JavaScript, or CSS content. This section is the equivalent of the
<body> section of an HTML file. Note that code inside the CDATA[]
is not treated as XML data.

ModulePrefs Attributes
These attributes specify general properties of the app such as the author, description,
and scope information.

Child elements define required features, fields (where applicable), user input fields,
and locale-related attributes.

Attribute Description

author String. Specifies the author of the app.

author_email String. Specifies the email address of the app author.

description String. Specifies the app description.

height Integer. Used by the web client to specify the height of the iFrame.

icon String. Icon for the app. The value can be inline base-64 encoded data, or a URL.

scope String. Required. Specifies the functional type of the app. The options are:

• Type: Do not use for Conversation apps. Specifies that the app is a Social Object
app.

• Conversation: The app is used in Conversations.

screenshot String. Specifies the URL of a screenshot of the app.

thumbnail String. Specifies the URL of a thumbnail image of the app.

title String. App name that displays in the web client. Corresponds to the Name field in the
administration UI.

title_url String. URL for the app; causes the title to have a hyperlink.

width Integer. Used by the web client to specify the width of the iFrame.

Require Attributes
Specify any required features. You can specify either a feature provided with Oracle
Social Network, or a custom feature that you added to your environment.
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Attribute Description

feature Required. Specifies the name of the required feature.

version Specifies the version number of the required feature.

Related Topic:

• Useful Libraries (Features) for Creating Apps

Locale Attributes and Child Elements
This table describes app locale attributes and child elements.

Attribute Description

lang The value "all" represents the default language that displays if the user selects a
language that is not defined in the app.

<msg> (child element) Attribute for this element is name. For example:

<msg name="osn.gadget.name">Collection</msg>

Supported lang values are listed in Localization.

UserPref Attributes
These attributes describe the user-specific information that the app uses.

Attribute Description

name Required. String. Name of the field or variable representing the name.

datatype String. The data type of the field. The default value is string.

default_value String. The default value for the field.

display_name String. The field's display name or a variable representing the display name.

required Boolean. Specifies whether the field is required.

Content Attributes and Child Elements
This table describes the app’s Content section.

Attribute Description

href String. The destination URL, which applies if the type="url" attribute is used, or if
proxied content is used.

preferred_height Integer. Specifies the app height in pixels.

preferred_width Integer. Specifies the app width in pixels.

type html or url. html specifies that the content resides in the app XML file; a CDATA
section must be included. url specifies that the HTML and JavaScript (if applicable)
content resides on a remote web page referred to by the URL in the XML file. The
default is html.

view String. Specifies the view to display the content in. Applicable only if you have more
than one content section, defining different views, in the app definition file.
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Supported Data Types
The following reference table provides information about supported data types for
apps.

For general information about data types, see the Oracle Database SQL Language
Reference here: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e26088/
sql_elements001.htm#autoId6

Type Notes / Special Considerations

Boolean String value of either "true" or "false". The default is "false" if not specified.

The value "null" is supported in the server, although you should not define a value as
"null" in the XML definition file.

Currency A double is expected as the value. In the definition file, include another field with key of
'key_of_currency_field_UNITS' to display the units next to the currency.

The symbol representing this form of currency, such as a dollar sign ($) or a euro symbol.

Note that your Social Definition can specify certain behaviors for the currency symbol; for
example, you can define whether to display the currency symbol before the numeric
value or after it.

Date The jquery-ui feature is required for the values to display correctly.

All Date fields must be specified as UTC milliseconds from the epoch. Date fields should
be displayed according to each client time zone, whereas Date Local fields should be
time zone agnostic in the sense that they should display the same time despite the time
zone of the client.

Date Local All Date Local fields must be specified as UTC milliseconds from the epoch. Date fields
should be displayed according to each client time zone, whereas Date Local fields should
be time zone agnostic in the sense that they should display the same time despite the
time zone of the client.

Double

Integer

Percent A double value that is displayed with "%".

Person The email address of an Oracle Social Network user. This will be displayed as an anchor
and will navigate to the user.

Person ID

URL The value will be represented as an anchor in the web client. We look for another field
with the key 'key_of_url_field_NAME' to use for the inner text of the anchor.
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9
App Builder

Apps (sometimes called applications or gadgets) allow you to extend the capabilities of
the Oracle Social Network web client and integrate third-party services into the Oracle
Social Network user interface.

On the Oracle Social Network developer website, you can use the App Builder Wizard
to help you create apps. The user interface-based wizard uses your selections to
assemble the app definition file.

The developer website Application Builder is located at this URL:

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/ui/applications/applications.jsp

Before you can use the wizard or edit app properties in the developer website, you
must log in to an Oracle Social Network instance. Typically this is a staging (test)
instance where you can experiment with changes to your system.

Topics:

• Introduction to Apps

• Using the Wizard to Create a New App

• Uploading an App Definition File

• Modifying an App

• Previewing an App

• Publishing an App

• Downloading an App

Related topics:

• App Development

• App Definition File Reference

Introduction to Apps
Apps are web-based applications that can be deployed in Oracle Social Network for
use in the web client. (Currently apps are not used in other clients such as mobile,
Outlook, and desktop.)

Based on the OpenSocial gadget specification developed by Google, apps use
standard web technologies such as XML, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, and can run in
every major web browser. An XML app definition file specifies its content, behavior,
and properties.

Two kinds of apps exist in Oracle Social Network:

• Conversation apps. These apps are designed to be placed into a specific
Conversation. Examples include a photo viewer, clock, poll, or map utility. In API
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terms, a Conversation app is a Social Definition with a scope value of
conversation.

• Social Object apps. Social Object apps expand on typical apps by adding the
capability to include fields containing data from an external app (system of record)
in Oracle Social Network. In API terms, a Social Object app is a Social Definition
with a scope value of type.

The App Builder creates Conversation apps. If you want to create a Social Object app,
you can use the Social Definition Builder.

The following figure shows a list of apps as they appear in the browser client:

Related topics:

• Social Definitions and the Social Definition Builder

• App Development

Using the Wizard to Create a New App
This section shows how to create a new app using the wizard.

1. In the developer website, click the Apps tab.

2. Log in to the pre-defined staging instance as a developer user, or log in to an
instance that you configured in your environment.

3. Click +New, and follow the steps of the wizard, entering the information shown in
the following sections.
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4. Click Finish & Publish to deploy your app to the server and (if you selected the
Make Available option) make it visible and usable on the staging instance, or click
Save to save your work and come back to it later.

If you click Finish & Publish, and your app has the Available setting, all users
can see your changes when they refresh their browser.

Note: You must have developer privileges to publish your app. If you do not have
developer privileges, the Finish & Publish button does not display. Your Oracle
Social Network administrator can give you the developer privilege.

Click the Staging link (in the user menu drop-down list) to view your changes in
the associated web browser client.

Wizard Step 1: Define App Attributes
In this step you define the general attributes of the app.

Field/Option Description

App Name Specifies the name that displays in the web client after the
user clicks the Apps tab; for example, Photo Viewer.

App External ID Specifies the unique identifier that allows your app to be
referenced by other apps, features, or code. Do not change
the External ID of an app that is provided by Oracle Social
Network.

Enabled Determines whether users can use the app in a
Conversation. By default, apps that you create are Enabled
and Available. (The Available property is settable in the
app metadata.)

Related Topic:

• App Definition File Reference

Wizard Step 2: Add Features (Libraries)
This step is optional. Click Next to add libraries later.

Features are JavaScript libraries that provide specific functionality for apps, such as
communicating with the Oracle Social Network server, adding interactive behavior, or
manipulating data. Some features are required for all apps; those are included by
default. You can add more features to your app.

To add a feature, click + Add Feature and fill in the fields as needed.

To remove a feature, unselect the feature and click X Remove Feature. Do not
remove any required features (rpc, waggle, jquery, and jquery-ui) unless you are
directed to do so by Oracle support.

Wizard Step 3: Add Content and Publish
An edit window displays so that you can paste or type the content of the app.

The main definition file tags (<style>, <script>, and <div>) are shown in the window as
a starting point.
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Before adding content, select whether you are entering HTML content or URL content
using the Content Type drop-down menu.

When your content is complete, click Publish. The system saves any changes you've
made, and then publishes the app in the staging instance.

Related Topics:

• App Development

• App Definition File Reference.

Uploading an App Definition File
When you upload an app, Oracle Social Network uploads your definition file containing
the code for the app and installs (deploys) it.

Note: You must have developer privileges to upload an app. If you do not have
developer privileges, the Upload button does not display.

To upload an app:

1. Log in to the developer website staging instance as a developer user, or log in to
an instance that you configured in your environment.

2. Click the Apps tab.

3. Click Upload .

4. Type a name for the app.

5. Type an App External ID for the app.

6. Click Choose File and browse to the file containing the app definition.

The app file must be valid XML.

7. Click Upload.

The app file is uploaded, deployed, and added to the list of apps.

Modifying an App
You can edit an app's properties.

1. Log in to the pre-defined staging instance as a developer user, or log in to an
instance that you configured in your environment.

2. Click the Apps tab.

3. Click the Edit link for the app that you want to change.

The Basic tab in the left pane opens by default.

4. Click the tab containing the properties that you want to change.

The App Definition File Reference describes these properties in detail.

App Definition File Reference.
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Basic Properties
Basic properties define the app's name, description, author, and presentation options.
The app name and type (conversation or message) cannot be changed.

Field Name Corresponding Section in the App Definition File Reference

App name ModulePrefs > title

Type ModulePrefs > scope

Description ModulePrefs > description

Author ModulePrefs > author

Height ModulePrefs > height

Width ModulePrefs > width

Libraries/Features Properties
Features are JavaScript libraries that provide specific functionality for apps, such as
communicating with the Oracle Social Network server, adding interactive behavior, or
manipulating data.

In addition to using the default features, you can add your own custom features by
uploading feature files to Oracle Social Network using the upload button on this page.

Note: Uploading a feature file using the Oracle Social Network administration UI does
the same function but the feature file is uploaded and deployed on the production
system.

You can also delete features or specify whether listed features are required for the
app.

Field/ Property Corresponding Section in the App Definition File Reference

Feature name ModulePrefs > Require or ModulePrefs > Optional

Feature Version ModulePrefs > Require or ModulePrefs > Optional

Required ModulePrefs > Require or ModulePrefs > Optional

If you check Required for the gadget skin feature, the resulting generated syntax for the
definition file is:

<Require feature="gadget.skin" version="1.0.0" />

If you unselect Required, the resulting syntax is:

<Optional feature="gadget.skin" version="1.0.0" />

Upload Feature File
(button)

Click this button to make a feature file available to all apps on the staging instance.

Contents Properties
The Contents section defines the type of content that the app will use, and lets you
define HTML, JavaScript, or CSS content. This section is the equivalent of the <body>
section of an HTML file. If type="html" is specified, a CDATA section must be included.
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Field Name Corresponding Section in the App Definition File Reference

Content Type Content Attributes > type

Supported Views Content Attributes > view

Content Editor Used to display HTML, JavaScript, or CSS content. This section is the
equivalent of the <body> section of an HTML file. Note that code
inside the CDATA[] is not treated as XML data.

Previewing an App
Click Preview to run your app in a standalone window on the staging instance.

Note: The Preview renders only if you are logged in to the Oracle Social Network
staging instance in the same session, and it may not work with all apps.

Publishing an App
Click Publish to deploy the changes on the staging instance’s server. All users can
see your changes when they refresh their browser.

Note: You must have developer privileges to publish your app. If you do not have
developer privileges, the Publish button does not display. Your Oracle Social Network
administrator can give you the developer privilege.

Click the Staging link (in the user menu drop-down list) to view your changes on the
associated web browser client.

Downloading an App
Before you use your definition in a real environment, you will first want to deploy it in a
test environment, and finally on your production system.

You can download the completed XML definition file for your app using the App
Builder's download feature.

Click Apps in the menu bar, then click the Download link for the app that you want to
download.

To upload (deploy) your app onto a different system, you can use the Oracle Social
Network administration UI. See the web client's online help for detailed instructions.
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10
Conferencing Services and the RTC
Adapter SDK

The Oracle Social Network Real-Time Conferencing (RTC) adapter (plugin) SDK is
intended for developers who want to integrate a conferencing service with Oracle
Social Network. You can use the SDK to develop a conferencing service adapter for
conference types including voice, video, web, and varied combinations.

Note that the SDK refers to adapters as plugins; this chapter reflects the latest
terminology.

This section describes conferencing services and how they work from an end user
perspective, introduces the sample conferencing service adapter and SDK, and
describes how to create your own conferencing service.

To get started developing a new conferencing adapter, you can download the SDK zip
file from here:

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/zipfiles/rtc-sdk-v1.zip

Topics:

• Introduction to Conferencing in Oracle Social Network

• Processing Flow for Conferencing Services

• About RTC Services/Adapters

• The RTC Adapter SDK

• RTC Adapter SDK Directory Structure

• Overview of API Interfaces and Classes

• Building and Deploying the Sample Conferencing Adapter

• Running the Sample Conferencing Client Application with the Test Client

• Configuring a Conferencing Service in the Administration UI

• Adapter Development Checklist

Introduction to Conferencing in Oracle Social Network
Oracle Social Network includes a WebEx voice and web (screen-sharing)
conferencing service as part of the product.

This section describes the WebEx implementation from an end user's perspective and
an Oracle Social Network administrator's perspective to help you understand the
typical behavior of any conferencing service.
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Conference Startup in a Client
Conferences occur in the context of a Conversation. In the browser client, if a user is
viewing a Conversation and wants to start a conference, they can start a WebEx
conference by clicking the Start Conference button. (The user must have an existing
WebEx account.)

After the conference starts, a notification about the running conference appears in the
Conversation and a Join Conference button displays so that other users can join the
conference.

Whenever a Conversation is hosting a conference, a Join Conference icon appears to
the left of the Conversation name; the icon also appears next to the Conversation
name on the Overview page in Recent Activity view, on the Conversations page when
the list of Conversations is shown, and in the Social Bar under Trending.

The following figure shows an example of a popup dialog that displays after the user
clicks Start Conference. The last used conferencing service displays at the top in the
drop-down list. WebEx Meeting was used last in this example.

Mobile client users can also start or join conferences.

Conferencing Service Administration
The Oracle Social Network administrator adds, deletes, and manages conferencing
services.

After you develop a new service, you work with the administrator to configure its
properties and enable it using the web client's administration user interface. The
following figure shows the Conferencing page.
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Processing Flow for Conferencing Services
The steps and the figure below show an example process flow occurring during a
conference between a fictitious "Campero" conferencing service and the components
of Oracle Social Network.

This is the process flow for the host user.
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1. The user clicks Start Conference in the Oracle Social Network browser client,
sending a request to start a conference to the Oracle Social Network server.

2. The Oracle Social Network server sends a request to start a conference to the
Campero conferencing adapter.

3. The Campero conferencing adapter interacts with the Campero conferencing
server to start the conference. This interaction occurs outside the scope of Oracle
Social Network.

4. The Campero conferencing adapter returns information about the conference to
the Oracle Social Network server, which includes a URL for the host user to join
the conference and a URL for anonymous users to join the conference. This
interaction occurs outside the scope of Oracle Social Network.
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5. The Oracle Social Network server sends the host and anonymous URL
information to the Oracle Social Network client. A new standalone Campero client
window opens for the conference.

6. The conference runs independently of Oracle Social Network, with information
moving between the Campero conferencing client and conferencing server.

7. Note that although this step is listed as a sequential part of the process flow,
periodic queries are occurring throughout the conference. The Oracle Social
Network server polls the Campero conferencing adapter for conference
information such as status (ended) and recording availability. Initially the polling
rate is approximately one query every 15 seconds; it becomes less frequent over
time until polling occurs once every 60 minutes. Polling stops when either the
conference ends and the adapter indicates that there will be no additional
recordings, or when 24 hours have elapsed from the conference start time
(whichever is first).

Additional interaction may occur between the Campero adapter and the Campero
conferencing server, outside the scope of Oracle Social Network.

8. A conference user can disconnect from the conference, or end it:

• 8a - User clicks Disconnect Conference from the Oracle Social Network
browser client.

The conference is marked as ended and the banner is removed. The
Conversation is disconnected from the conference for everyone in the
Conversation, but it does not end the conference. The actual Campero
conference is ended only from the Campero conferencing client.

After the conference ends, if a recording is available (see step 7 above), the
recording URL is returned to the Campero adapter, to the Campero client
window, and to the Oracle Social Network client. The method of delivering the
recording (for example, a download or a streaming viewer) varies depending
on the conferencing server's capabilities and the implementation defined in the
adapter.

• 8b - User clicks Stop Conference from the Campero client window.

A request to end the conference is sent to the Campero conferencing server.
The conference ends. Information about a recording (if available) is processed
the same as in 8a.

The following steps and figure describe an example process flow for the non-host
user of the Campero conferencing service.
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1. The user clicks Join in the Oracle Social Network browser client, sending a
request to join the conference to the Oracle Social Network server.

2. The Oracle Social Network server sends a request to join the conference to the
Campero conferencing adapter.

3. The Campero conferencing adapter may interact with the Campero conferencing
server to add the user to the conference. This interaction occurs outside the scope
of Oracle Social Network.

4. The Campero conferencing adapter sends the Join URL for the user who clicked
the Join button to the Oracle Social Network server.

5. The Oracle Social Network server sends the Join URL information to the Oracle
Social Network client. A new standalone Campero client window opens for the
conference.

Steps 6 - 8 are the same as the host process flow.

For the user who joins the conference using the anonymous URL provided by another
conference participant, all interaction occurs outside the scope of Oracle Social
Network.

About RTC Services/Adapters
The Oracle Social Network server can be extended by adding adapters for different
conferencing providers. The WebEx conferencing service provided with Oracle Social
Network was developed as an adapter.

You can become familiar with adapter development using the sample adapter (plugin)
and client application that are included with the Conferencing SDK. A step-by-step
checklist for adapter development is provided at the end of this chapter.

You can create new conferencing service adapters using the language of your choice.
However, you need to be somewhat familiar with Java because the REST interfaces
are defined as Java interfaces with JAX-RS annotations. You also need to be familiar
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with the Ant build tool and with web server deployment. Ant is used to build the sample
conferencing adapter and create a WAR file for deployment on a web server.

The RTC Adapter SDK
The SDK defines the RESTful API that Oracle Social Network uses to communicate
with a Real-Time Conferencing web service.

The SDK includes a sample conferencing adapter, implemented in Java, using the
JAX-RS (JSR 311) reference implementation known as Jersey. The RESTful interface
enables you to make requests for conferencing services and state in Oracle Social
Network.

As with the rest of the Oracle Social Network REST APIs, the RTC SDK APIs use the
JSON data format for requests and responses.

RTC Adapter SDK Directory Structure
The following table summarizes the content of the zip file.

Content Description

rtc-sdk-v1-javadoc/ Javadoc for the SDK.

sample-server/lib/

sample-server/src/

sample-server/build.xml

sample-server/web.xml

Sample Oracle Social Network RTC adapter application,
including the libraries and source code, as well as the
build.xml and web.xml files.

test-client/lib/

test-client/test-client.jar

test-client/test-client-src.jar

Sample conferencing test client.

README.txt Describes the directory content, and how to compile and
run the sample code and test client.

rtc-sdk-v1.jar The RTC data transfer objects (DTOs) and interfaces.

rtc-sdk-v1-src.jar Source code for the SDK.

Overview of API Interfaces and Classes — Conferencing
Several Java classes and interfaces are available in the JAX-RS annotated adapter
server API.

Note that WebLogic Server supports Jersey 1.x JAX-RS Reference Implementation
(RI), which is a production quality implementation of the JSR-311 JAX-RS 1.1
specification, defined at: http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=311.

Note: The information in this section is also contained in the SDK's Javadoc. The
Javadoc contains the latest available content and should be your primary source of
detailed SDK documentation.
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Interface Description

XRTCPluginAPIResource Defines the JAX-RS annotated class for the RTC
Adapter Server "api" resource.

The JAX-RS implementation class should include a
@Path( "/api" ) annotation.

XRTCPluginV1ServerResource Defines the JAX-RS annotated interface for the RTC
Adapter Server "server" resource.

The JAX-RS implementation class should include a
@Path("/api/v1/server") annotation.

XRTCPluginV1ConferencesResource Defines the JAX-RS annotated interface for the RTC
Adapter Server "conferences/{conferences}" resources.

The JAX-RS implementation class should include a
@Path("/api/v1/conferences") annotation.

XRTCPluginV1RecordingsResource Defines the JAX-RS annotated interface for the RTC
Adapter Server "recordings" resource.

The JAX-RS implementation class should include a
@Path("/api/v1/recordings") annotation.

XRTCPluginAPIResource
Implementing the XRTCPluginAPIResource interface, you can use the getVersions()
method to return an array of all the API versions that have been implemented.

The GET method is used to retrieve or query the resource.

In this case, a GET request to this API endpoint returns a list of the top-level API
versions that the server supports:

GET https://myHostName/contextPath/servletName/api

The request returns a list of supported versions. (Currently the only version is V1.)

At runtime, the default base URI is constructed as follows:

https://myHostName/contextPath/servletName/api

• myHostName—DNS name mapped to the web server. You can replace this with
host:port to specify the name of the machine running the server and the port used
to listen for requests.

• api—the path to the API resource or subresource.

Note that the exact path to the API resource is dependent on the deployment
descriptors, as well as your application server configuration.

The Java class implementation looks like this:

package company.rtc.server;

import javax.ws.rs.Path;

import waggle.rtc.plugin.server.XRTCPluginAPIResource;
 
@Path( "/api" )
public class APIResourceImpl implements XRTCPluginAPIResource
{
     @Override
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     public String[] getVersions()
     {
          return new String[] { "v1" };
     }
}

You add the javax.ws.rs.Path annotation at the class level of the resource to define
the relative URI of the RESTful conferencing service. The @Path annotation defines the
relative URI path for the resource.

XRTCPluginV1ServerResource
Implementing the XRTCPluginV1ServerResource interface, you can use the getServer()
method to return a description of the server that is supported.

The GET request takes this form:

GET https://myHostName/contextPath/servletURI/api/v1/server

The public class XRTCPluginV1ServerInfo returns field information that lets you
customize the behavior of your conferencing adapter when you integrate with Oracle
Social Network. The fields you can define for purposes of customizations include:

• A list of field information objects

• The name of the server for the end user

• The name of the server for the end user in additional languages

• A list of native application information objects (for example, for iOS and Android
devices)

XRTCPluginV1ConferencesResource
Implementing the XRTCPluginV1ConferencesResource interface, you can use one of two
methods described here.

• createConference(), which lets you create a new conference and return its
information.

• getConference(), which returns the conference information for the given conference
ID.

Note that the adapter server application should make calls to the underlying
service provider API to determine if the web conference is still running and to
return its current state.

In this case, the POST request to this API endpoint for creating a conference takes this
form:

POST https://myHostName/contextPath/servletURI/api/v1/conferences

While the GET request takes this form:

GET https://myHostName/contextPath/servletURI/api/v1/conferences/{conferenceID}
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XRTCPluginV1RecordingsResource
Implementing the XRTCPluginV1RecordingsResource interface, you can use the
getRecording() method, which will return the recording information for the given
recording ID.

If a recording for the given recordingID is not currently available, but may be available
at a later time, the getRecording() method returns XRTCPluginV1RecordingInfo with the
keepPolling field set to true.

If no recording with this recordingID exists, and is not expected to become available
later, the getRecording() method returns an HTTP Status 404 (Not Found) error
message.

If there was a recording with this recordingID, but the recording is no longer available,
the getRecording() method also returns an HTTP Status 404 (Not Found) error
message.

Building and Deploying the Sample Conferencing Adapter
You can set up the sample conferencing adapter as a Java project in the IDE of your
choice.

To build and compile the sample code, use Ant to run the ant all command. The
SDK includes a build.xml file, and the all target will compile the Java code and create
the WAR file. You can deploy the resulting build/company-rtc-server.war file to a web
server such as WebLogic or Tomcat.

Deploying the Sample Adapter to a Web Server
To test the sample conferencing adapter, deploy it to a web server.

For example, to deploy to the Tomcat 7.x web server, copy the WAR file to the
<TOMCAT_HOME>/webapps directory.

After you start the Tomcat web server, you can access the API at the URL:

https://<hostname>/company-rtc-server/rest/api

You can enter this URL into your browser to verify that the server is up and running
and responding to GET requests.

Note that this URL is one of the properties that the Oracle Social Network
administrator needs in order to configure the RTC service.

If you decide to develop and deploy your RTC adapter service using WebLogic, see 
Oracle Fusion Middleware Developing RESTful Web Services for Oracle WebLogic
Server 12c Release 1 (12.1.1).

Related topic:

• Configuring a Conferencing Service in the Administration UI
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Running the Sample Conferencing Client Application with
the Test Client

After you deploy the sample conferencing adapter and start the Tomcat web server,
you can run the sample conferencing test client application to see it process requests
using the adapter.

At a command prompt, run this command:

java -jar test-client.jar <URL>

Where <URL> is the URL of the API to test, for example:

http://localhost:8080/company-rtc-server/rest/api

The result of running the test client is a plain text command-line program that provides
you with a menu of options:

• Enter 1 to get the API info. The corresponding request for this option would be:

GET http://localhost:7001/company-rtc-server/rest/api

• Enter 2 to get the server info. The corresponding request would be:

GET http://localhost:7001/company-rtc-server/rest/api/v1/server

• Enter 3 to start a conference. The corresponding request would be:

POST http://localhost:7001/company-rtc-server/rest/api/v1/conferences

• Enter 4 to poll for the conference status. The corresponding request would be:

GET http://localhost:7001/company-rtc-server/rest/api/v1/conferences/

{conferenceID}

• Enter 5 to poll for the recording status. The corresponding request would be:

GET http://localhost:7001/company-rtc-server/rest/api/v1/recordings/

{recordingID}

• Enter 0 to quit.

Optionally, you can omit the <URL> command line argument if you want to see a
complete usage message.

Configuring a Conferencing Service in the Administration UI
To make the new conferencing service available to users, the Oracle Social Network
administrator must add the service, using configuration details that you provide. See
the web client's online help for detailed instructions.

The following figure shows an example properties page for a conferencing service.
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In the Service Specific Properties section of this page, the example WebEx Conf
Service has a Partner ID field. If the adapter code defines the Partner ID field with the
fieldInfo.siteSettable property and the fieldInfo.userSettable property set to true,
then the content of the Partner ID field will display as a default value in the end user's
Starting Conference dialog when they start or join a conference.

Conferencing Adapter Development Checklist
You might want to use the following checklist as you develop your own adapters.

Step

Practice with the samples. Deploy the sample adapter and test it using the sample
client. Use a web browser to confirm that the adapter responds to requests. For
example, make sure the request

https://<host>:<port>/company-rtc-server/rest/api

responds with HTTP Status 200 (OK) and the body ['v1'].

For details, see these sections:

• The RTC Adapter SDK
• Building and Deploying the Sample Conferencing Adapter
• Running the Sample Conferencing Client Application with the Test Client

Use the Oracle Social Network administration UI on your instance to configure the
sample adapter. In your own adapter you might need to use
XRTCPluginV1ServerResource and XRTCPluginV1ServerInfo to manage
information specifically for your adapter, but the sample does not have any
adapter-specific properties.

For details, see these sections:

• Overview of API Interfaces and Classes
• Configuring a Conferencing Service in the Administration UI
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Step

Test the sample adapter in your environment by starting , running, and ending
conferences.

For details, see this section:

• Processing Flow for Conferencing Services

Set up your development environment for adapter development. You can build an
adapter in any combination of technology and programming language, but you
need to be somewhat familiar with Java because the REST interfaces are defined
as Java interfaces with JAX-RS annotations.

Build and redeploy the sample adapter from your development environment. Set
breakpoints and watch as a user interacts with it.

For details, see these sections:

• Building and Deploying the Sample Conferencing Adapter
• Running the Sample Conferencing Client Application with the Test Client

Start implementing the new adapter using the Conferencing SDK.

For details, see these sections:

• RTC Adapter SDK Directory Structure
• Overview of API Interfaces and Classes

Build, deploy, and test the adapter in a standalone environment using the same
steps you used previously when experimenting with the sample.

Configure the adapter using the administration UI.

For details, see this section:

• Configuring a Conferencing Service in the Administration UI

Test the adapter in the Oracle Social Network user interface.

The browser client implements a superset of all the functionality exposed in other
clients. If every button for interacting with your adapter works in the browser client,
it should work in the other clients.
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11
Cloud Document Adapter SDK

Cloud document stores, such as Google Drive, Dropbox, and SkyDrive, are powerful
and popular. Oracle Social Network provides a means for integrating with cloud
document stores so that users can collaborate on cloud files as easily as on files
uploaded from the desktop.

Google Drive, Dropbox, and WebDAV integrations with Oracle Social Network are
provided "out of the box". In addition, a framework, SDK, and source code for the
Google Drive adapter and an FTP adapter are provided to help you create adapters for
additional cloud document stores.

This section describes cloud document storage services and how they work from an
end user perspective, introduces the sample cloud document storage adapter and
SDK, and describes how to create your own adapter.

To get started developing a new cloud document adapter, download the SDK zip file
from the developer website at:

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/content/zipfiles/cds-sdk-v1.zip

Note: The <staging-instance> portion of the URL varies depending on the URL of your
Oracle Social Network environment.

Topics:

• Introduction to Cloud Document Adapters in Oracle Social Network

• Processing Flow for a Cloud Document Adapter

• Cloud Document Adapter SDK Directory Structure

• Overview of API Interfaces and Classes

• Building and Deploying the Sample Cloud Document Adapter

• Using the Sample Cloud Document Adapter Test Utility

• Configuring a Cloud Document Adapter in the Administration UI

• Adapter Development Checklist

Introduction to Cloud Document Adapters in Oracle Social
Network

This section summarizes the cloud documents implementation from an end user's
perspective and an Oracle Social Network administrator's perspective to help you
understand the typical behavior of any cloud document adapter.

Cloud Document Scenario in a Client
This example scenario shows how users might interact with Oracle Social Network to
manipulate files stored in Google Drive.
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In this scenario, Tim is part of the sales team responsible for the Acme account. Acme
is a long-time customer and frequently requests proposals for new products. In the
past, Tim and his team have shared presentations and proposals with Acme using
Google Drive.

Acme has shared a new Request For a Proposal (RFP), in Microsoft® Word format,
with Tim in Google Drive. Tim and his team are now using OSN for collaboration:

1. Tim creates a new Conversation named RFP for Acme and adds the sales team.

2. In RFP for Acme, Tim wants to create a new message containing the RFP. After
he clicks the Add Documents (paper clip) icon, he follows the screen prompts to
authorize Oracle Social Networks's access to his Google Drive account (if this is
his first access from Oracle Social Network), and to get the document. Oracle
Social Network keeps track of the location from which the file was originally
copied.

In the Conversation, the sales team adds annotations to the RFP.

3. Tim downloads the document to his desktop, edits it to incorporate the
annotations, and uploads the new version from his desktop into the Conversation.

Steps 3 and 4 repeat until the final version of the RFP is approved by the team
internally. Note that having the document in the Conversation allows any member
to see the change history of the document by viewing each successive version.

4. After the final RFP version is uploaded to the Conversation, Tim uses the Copy
menu, selecting the Copy Back to Google Drive operation, to copy the final RFP
back to Google Drive. Oracle Social Network tracked the original location of the
file, and places the new document in that same location, replacing the original
document.

5. Tim notifies the Acme team that the updated RFP is ready for their approval in
Google Drive.

Note: Google Drive documents in Google's proprietary format are converted to the
Adobe® PDF format when copied into Oracle Social Network.

Cloud Document Adapter Administration
The Oracle Social Network administrator manages cloud document adapters. After
you develop a new adapter, you work with the administrator to configure its properties
and enable it using the web client's administration user interface.

The following figure shows the Cloud Documents page.

Chapter 11
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Authorizing and Revoking the Use of a Cloud Document Store
Authorization behavior in the user interface differs depending on whether the adapter
uses OAuth or credential-based authentication.

Google Drive, for example, uses OAuth. The FTP adapter uses credential-based
authentication.

• OAuth. End users authorize the use of a cloud document adapter. When a user
selects to use a particular document store for the first time, they authorize Oracle
Social Network to access it. A token is stored in Oracle Social Network and no
further interaction is required from the user for subsequent access.

A user can revoke access (clear their OAuth tokens) in the web client from the
Settings > Cloud Documents page in the browser client. For an even higher level
of security, a user can also revoke Oracle Social Network's access to their files by
disconnecting the adapter using the Manage Apps page of Google Drive.

Authorizing and revoking access must be done from the browser client; no other
clients support this task.

• Credential-based. Login credentials are sent to the document store each time the
user accesses it. A setting in the Oracle Social Network Administration UI
determines whether the user can save their password.

Oracle Social Network contains built-in support for OAuth (Open Authorization) tokens
for authorization. If you use credential-based authorization, you can create custom
user-settable fields to manage that information.

Considerations for Mobile Devices
Mobile devices do not currently support uploading from an external repository, other
than the current "share" functionality when you are viewing a document in the third-
party application.
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If a user clicks on a link to a third-party application, the third-party application
determines whether to open the mobile application (if present) or a mobile browser.
This interaction occurs outside the scope of Oracle Social Network.

Processing Flow for a Cloud Document Adapter
The following sections describe example process flows for authentication and for
obtaining a document from a cloud-based document repository.

Processing Flow for OAuth Authentication
The steps and figure below show an example process flow that occurs when a user
selects to interact with an OAuth-based cloud document store for the first time.

After the user completes this interaction, the processing flow for copying a document
begins.

Note: Adapter configuration is a pre-requisite to the authentication process. The
Oracle Social Network administrator uses the web client's administration user interface
to configure and enable the adapter by defining the cloud document store URL for user
authentication as well as other adapter properties. Additionally, the system-level
interaction with the cloud document store must have already been defined; for
example, to interact with Google Drive the administrator uses the Google Drive API
console to define a Client ID and obtain a Client Secret. For detailed instructions on
the configuration steps, see the Administration online help in the web client.

After authorization, the processing flow for copying a document begins.

Chapter 11
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1. The user clicks Add Documents in the Oracle Social Network browser client and
selects to copy a document from the OAuth-based document store into the
Conversation.

2. The browser client sends an authorization request to the OSN server.

3. The OSN server interacts with the Cloud Document Adapter, using
XCDSAdapterV1AuthorizationRequestInfo.

4. The OAuth-based document adapter and document store interact, using the
document store's browser UI so that the user can authorize it.

5. The adapter sends the authorization URL to the OSN server.

6. The OSN server sends the authorization URL to the browser client.

7. The browser redirects the user to the Cloud Document Service where the user
authorizes Oracle Social Network.

8. Afterward, the CDS authorization web UI redirects the user back to the Oracle
Social Network browser client.

9. The browser client sends the authorization information, which may include tokens,
to the service by way of the OSN server and Cloud Document Adapter.

Processing Flow for Copying a Document
The steps and figure below show an example process flow that occurs when a user
copies a document from the OAuth-based cloud document repository into an Oracle
Social Network Conversation.

This example describes an OAuth-based process where the user has already
authorized Oracle Social Network to access the repository.

Note: When the user selects to copy a document from the cloud document store to the
Conversation, two complete request "cycles" occur; in the first cycle a document listing
is obtained, then the user selects the document to be copied and the document is
obtained. These two requests have the same basic flow and are represented in one
set of steps in the figure.
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1. The user clicks Add Document in the Oracle Social Network browser client and
selects to copy a document from the OAuth-based document store into the
Conversation. The browser sends a request to the OSN server to get a document
listing. The request may include credentials or OAuth tokens depending on the
environment.

2. The OSN server sends a request for the document listing to the OAuth-based
cloud document adapter.

3. The OAuth-based adapter and OAuth-based cloud document store interact to
obtain the file listing. This interaction occurs outside the scope of Oracle Social
Network.

4. The OAuth-based cloud document adapter returns the file listing to the OSN
server.

5. The OSN server returns the file listing to the browser client.

From the browser client listing, the user selects a document to be copied into the
Conversation. Steps 1-5 are repeated; this time, the request is to obtain a particular
file.

About Cloud Document Adapters
You can extend the functionality of Oracle Social Network by adding adapters for
different cloud document storage providers.

You can become familiar with adapter development using the source code for the
Google Drive adapter and FTP adapter that are provided with Oracle Social Network.
A quick step-by-step checklist for adapter development is provided at the end of this
chapter.

You can create new cloud document adapters using the language of your choice.
However, you need to be somewhat familiar with Java because the REST interfaces
are defined as Java interfaces with JAX-RS annotations. To build and deploy the
sample code, you need to be familiar with the Ant build tool and with web server
deployment. Ant is used to build the sample cloud document adapter and create a
WAR file for deployment on a web server.

The Cloud Document Adapter SDK
The SDK defines a RESTful API that Oracle Social Network uses to communicate with
a cloud document adapter web service.

The SDK includes a sample cloud document adapter, implemented in Java, using the
JAX-RS (JSR 311) reference implementation known as Jersey.

As with the rest of the Oracle Social Network REST APIs, the cloud document adapter
framework APIs use the JSON data format for requests and responses.

Cloud Document Adapter SDK Directory Structure
To get started developing a new cloud document adapter, download the SDK zip file.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/zipfiles/cds-sdk-v1.zip

The following table summarizes the content of the zip file.
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Content Description

cds-adapter-gdrive Sample Oracle Social Network cloud document store
adapter that can access Google Drive files. Content
includes the libraries and source code, as well as the
build.xml and web.xml files.

cds-adapter-ftp Sample Oracle Social Network cloud document store
adapter that can access FTP files. Content includes the
libraries and source code, as well as the build.xml and
web.xml files.

cds-adapter-test Sample utility that tests the provided Google Drive and
FTP adapters. You can extend the utility to test adapters
that you add to your environment.

cds-sdk-v1-javadoc Javadoc for the SDK.

cds-sdk-v1.jar CDS data transfer objects (DTOs) and interfaces.

cds-sdk-v1-src.jar Source code for the SDK.

README.txt Describes the directory content, and how to compile and
run the sample code and test client.

Overview of API Interfaces and Classes — Cloud
Documents

This overview of the Java classes and interfaces describes error handling conventions.

Note that WebLogic Server supports Jersey 1.x JAX-RS Reference Implementation
(RI), which is a production quality implementation of the JSR-311 JAX-RS 1.1
specification, defined at: http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=311 .

Note: The information in this section is also contained in the SDK's Javadoc. The
Javadoc contains the latest available content and should be your primary source of
detailed SDK documentation.

Interfaces
These interfaces are in waggle.cds.adapter.server.

Interface Description

XCDSAdapterAPIResource The API resource definition. Use the getVersions
method to return an array of all implemented API
versions.

XCDSAdapterV1AuthorizationResource Applicable only for OAuth-based authorization.

The Authorization resource definition. Use the
XCDSAdapterV1AuthorizationRequestInfo method to
create an authorization URl and related information. Use
the XCDSAdapterV1CompletedAuthorizationInfo
method to create completed-authorization information.
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Interface Description

XCDSAdapterV1ContentResource The content resource definition. This resource
represents the actual content (the bytes of the files)
stored in the cloud document store. Use the
XCDSAdapterV1FilesystemInfo method to create a new
object in the cloud document file system or to update
content. Use javax.ws.rs.core.Response to get the
content of a file system object.

XCDSAdapterV1FileSystemResource The file system resource definition. This resource
represents metadata about the files and folders in the
cloud document store. Use the
XCDSAdapterV1FilesystemInfo method to return
metadata about an object in the cloud document file
system.

XCDSAdapterV1ServerResource The server resource definition. Use this interface to
define fields for your adapter. Use the
XCDSAdapterV1ServerInfo method to return the server
description.

Classes
These classes are in waggle.cds.adapter.common.infos, except for XCDSAdapterV1Util,
which is in waggle.cds.adapter.util.

Class Description

XCDSAdapterV1AuthorizationRequestCreateInfo Applicable only for OAuth-based authorization.

Defines the redirect URL to which the authorization
service should redirect when finished; for example, the
URL of a specific page served by the Oracle Social
Network server.

XCDSAdapterV1AuthorizationRequestInfo Applicable only for OAuth-based authorization.

Defines information about the authorization request,
including the cloud document store URL to which the
end user should be directed in order to authorize
access, and any updates to adapter-settable custom
fields.

XCDSAdapterV1CompletedAuthorizationCreateInfo Applicable only for OAuth-based authorization.

Defines the redirect URL to which the authorization
service should redirect when finished. This will be the
same value that was passed in the associated
XCDSAdapterV1AuthorizationRequestCreateInfo.

XCDSAdapterV1CompletedAuthorizationInfo Applicable only for OAuth-based authorization.

Defines information about the completed authorization
attempt, such as whether the adapter is now authorized,
the user's display name, and any updates to the
adapter-settable custom fields.

XCDSAdapterV1FieldInfo Defines custom fields for the adapter.

XCDSAdapterV1FilesystemInfo Lets you define information about the files and folders in
the filesystem, including name, size, URL for browsing
the object, and so on.

Chapter 11
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Class Description

XCDSAdapterV1LocalizationInfo Lets you define fields, field descriptions, the adapter,
and the adapter server in any supported locale.

XCDSAdapterV1ServerInfo Defines information about the adapter server, such as
the version or release number, the maximum content
length that can be uploaded, and the name and other
information about the server in additional languages.

XCDSAdapterV1Util Contains constants and utility methods, such as custom
HTTP statuses and a prefix used to generate an HTTP
header name from a field ID.

Related topics:

• Localization

Authorization
Only adapters for cloud document service providers that have an OAuth-style
authorization flow should set XCDSAdapterV1ServerInfo.useOAuth to true and implement
the XCDSAdapterV1AuthorizationResource interface.

Adapters that rely on username/password style credentials for accessing an end user's
cloud documents should define custom user-settable fields to manage that data.

Error Handling
Errors should be returned to the client in the form of 4xx and 5xx level HTTP status
codes.

For some error codes, an additional sub-code enumeration may be provided in the
response body. Any sub-code should be provided at the beginning of the response
body. Following the sub-code string (if any), a descriptive error message may also be
provided. For example:

HTTP/1.1 403 Forbidden   Content-Type: text/plain

INVALID_CREDENTIALS   Incorrect Username or Password.

The following table describes which error codes are recognized and when they should
be returned.

Code Sub-Code Description and Usage

400 (Bad
Request)

The request was not understood by the server due to malformed syntax.
This would be an appropriate response if the server receives a malformed
filesystem object URI as a parameter, for example.
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Code Sub-Code Description and Usage

401
(Unauthorized)

The request requires user authentication. This status code is reserved for
authentication errors at the level of client permission to invoke HTTP
requests on the adapter server. For example, an adapter server can be
deployed such that it requires HTTP Basic Authentication (RFC 2617)
credentials before it will service any requests. This status code is reserved
for errors such as this. If the adapter server is implemented as a web
application, the container (web application server) is generally responsible
for returning this status code, not the web application itself.

If the client is authorized to invoke HTTP requests on the adapter, but the
adapter is not authorized to access the end user's data on the cloud
document store, then return a 403 (Forbidden) status with the appropriate
sub-code.

403 (Forbidden) no sub-code The server understood the request, but is refusing to fulfill it. Use this when
there is no authorization or credential problem, and the request and its
parameters are all well-formed and understood, but the server cannot fulfill
the request due to a some other problem. Other problems include cloud
document store access failures (such as network problems, SSL
misconfiguration, or the server being down); cloud document store
application-level access failures (such as invalid or revoked application
credentials or application scope limits); or, cloud document store user-level
failures (such as filesystem permissions, access-control limitations, or
quota restrictions).

403 (Forbidden) OAUTH_NOT_AUT
HORIZED

The server understood the request, but is refusing to fulfill it because the
adapter is not authorized to access the end user's data on the cloud
document store. Return this only when the adapter server supports OAuth-
style authorization flow and implements the
XCDSAdapterV1AuthorizationResource interface.

403 (Forbidden) INVALID_CREDEN
TIALS

The server understood the request, but is refusing to fulfill it because the
adapter or backing cloud document store did not recognize the provided
end user credentials. Also see 500 (Internal Server Error) with sub-code.

403 (Forbidden) FILESYSTEM_OBJ
ECT_NOT_FOUND

The server has not found anything matching the request. This could be
returned from XCDSAdapterV1FilesystemResource.getFilesystem(String,
javax.ws.rs.core.HttpHeaders) when there are no authorization problems
and the filesystem object URI is well-formed, but the filesystem object no
longer exists on the cloud document store.

500 (Internal
Server Error)

The server encountered an unexpected condition that prevented it from
fulfilling the request. This can be used for unexpected exceptions, assertion
failures, out-of-memory or other resource failures.

Localization of User Interface Elements
Use the XCDSAdapterV1LocalizationInfo class to create localized user interface
elements for your adapter.

This code snippet shows how to define localized names for
XCDSAdapterV1Serverinfo:

serverInfo.nameLocalizations  = new ArrayList<XCDSAdapterV1LocalizationInfo>();
        serverInfo.nameLocalizations.add( new XCDSAdapterV1LocalizationInfo( "fr", 
"Mock adaptateur Cloud Storage" ) );
        serverInfo.nameLocalizations.add( new XCDSAdapterV1LocalizationInfo( "ja", 
"\u00e3\u0192\u00a2\u00e3\u0192\u0192\u00e3\u201a\u00af\u00e3\u201a\u00af
\u00e3\u0192\u00a9\u00e3\u201a ..." ) );
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This code snippet shows how to define localized fields:

serverInfo.fields = new ArrayList<XCDSAdapterV1FieldInfo>();
 
        {
            XCDSAdapterV1FieldInfo        field = new XCDSAdapterV1FieldInfo();
 
            field.ID = MockAdapter.FIELD_ID_TENANT_ID;
 
            field.label = "Tenant ID";
            field.labelLocalizations = new 
ArrayList<XCDSAdapterV1LocalizationInfo>();
            field.labelLocalizations.add( new XCDSAdapterV1LocalizationInfo( "fr", 
"ID de la location immobili\u00c3\u00a8re" ) );
            field.labelLocalizations.add( new XCDSAdapterV1LocalizationInfo( "ja", 
"\u00e3\u0192\u2020\u00e3\u0192\u0160\u00e3\u0192\u00b3\u00e3\u0192\u02c6ID" ) );
 
            field.description = "Unique tenant account ID provider by Mock 
Enterprises.";
            field.descriptionLocalizations = new 
ArrayList<XCDSAdapterV1LocalizationInfo>();
            field.descriptionLocalizations.add( new 
XCDSAdapterV1LocalizationInfo( "fr", "Unique locataire fournisseur d'ID de compte 
par les entreprises Mock." ) );
            field.descriptionLocalizations.add( new 
XCDSAdapterV1LocalizationInfo( "ja", 
"\u00e3\u0192\u00a2\u00e3\u0192\u0192\u00e3\u201a\u00af\u00e4\u00bc ..." ) );
 
            field.password = false;
            field.userSettable = false;
            field.siteSettable = true;
            field.adapterSettable = false;
            field.authorizationURLParameter = false;
 
            serverInfo.fields.add( field );
        }

For general information about localization and the locales that the REST API supports,
see Localization.

Images for Adapter Branding and Linked Documents
You can provide custom images in your adapter code to identify your adapter type
(brand) and to identify individual files that are linked rather than copied (for adapters
that support linking).

Branding Image

The branding image displays next to the name of the adapter in the cloud document
store list. In this example you can see the Google Drive logo and the default logo:
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When including a branding image, you can place the file anywhere in your source tree,
but make sure you set up your build to put the image in the static/images folder in
your adapter’s WAR file. The branding image file name must be brandicon.png.

We recommend using an image that has a transparent background with a size of 24 x
24 pixels.

If your WAR file and image don’t meet these requirements, the Oracle Social Network
server will use the default branding image.

The sample Google Drive adapter source code has a branding image in the directory
cds-adapter-gdrive/static-resource/static/images; the build.xml file specifies its final
destination in the WAR file as static/images.

Linked Document Image

If your adapter supports linking to documents in their original cloud repository in
addition to copying them into Oracle Social Network, you can provide a custom overlay
image; the image is overlaid on the regular document image to indicate that the
document is linked. The linked document image displays at the right bottom of the
document thumbnail image.

In this example you can see the linked document image in the bottom right corner of
the document thumbnail:

When including a linked document image, you can place the file anywhere in your
source tree, but make sure you set up your build to put the image in the static/
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images folder in your adapter’s WAR file. The linked document image’s file name
must be watermark.png.

We recommend using an image that has a transparent background with a size of 40 x
40 pixels.

If your WAR file and image don’t meet these requirements, the Oracle Social Network
server will use the default linked document image.

Building and Deploying the Sample Cloud Document
Adapter

The sample adapter includes a build.xml file with ant targets.

To build the sample code and create a WAR file, enter:

ant all

This command creates the file build/cds-server-gdrive.war, which can be deployed to
a web server.

You can deploy the resulting WAR file to a web server such as WebLogic or Tomcat.
To deploy to the Tomcat 7.x web server, copy the WAR file to the <TOMCAT_HOME>/
webapps directory.

After the WAR file has been deployed to a web server and started, the default URL for
accessing the API is:

http[s]://host:port/cds-server-gdrive/rest/api

You can enter this URL into your browser to verify that the server is up and running
and responding to GET requests.

Note that this URL is one of the properties that the Oracle Social Network
administrator needs in order to configure the cloud document store adapter.

If you decide to develop and deploy your cloud document adapter using WebLogic,
see Oracle Fusion Middleware Developing RESTful Web Services for Oracle
WebLogic Server.

Related topic:

• Configuring a Cloud Document Adapter in the Administration UI

Using the Sample Cloud Document Adapter Test Utility
After configuring the Google Drive and FTP adapters using the Oracle Social Network
administration interface, you can use the test utility to make sure their configuration is
correct.

If you add a new adapter into your environment, you can add tests for the adapter into
the test utility.

The following sections describe how to prepare and run the test utility for the Google
Drive and FTP adapters, how to review the test results, and how to extend the utility to
test additional adapters.
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Preparing the Configuration Files
The test utility relies on two configuration files, Sample_AdapterConfig.xml and
Sample_AdapterInput.xml, to define properties of the adapters being tested and the
inputs for the tests.

Edit these files to contain the relevant information for your configured adapters. These
instructions refer to the files with their names as provided in the sample code, but as a
best practice, copy and rename the files before you change them.

The elements in the Sample_AdapterConfig.xml file correspond to the properties that
you configured when adding the Google Drive adapter and FTP adapter into your
environment.

Element Description

<Adapter name> Specify the adapter name. This name must match the name
specified in the Administration user interface for the adapter,
and it must match the value in the adapter input file.

<URI> Specify the Server Adapter URL.

<EnableSSL> Specify whether you are using SSL.

<AuthSchemeImplClass> Applicable only for adapters using OAuth authentication. For
Google Drive, leave this value as is; the OAuth class is
included with the Google Drive sample code. For a new
adapter with a custom OAuth process, add a custom method
and specify its name here.

<Proxy> If applicable, use the proxy information for your adapter using
the <Host>, <Port>, and <Scheme> attributes.

<RedirectURL> Applicable only for adapters using OAuth authentication.
Specify the redirect URL where the adapter is deployed.

For Google Drive, use the same redirect URL that displays in
the properties page for your adapter; the redirect URL was set
up when your Cloud environment was configured.

<Headers> The header attributes vary for each adapter.

Use <Header name> to define a header for each custom
property in the adapter.

For the Google Drive adapter, your headers pertain to the
Client ID and Client Secret.

For the FTP adapter, your headers pertain to the FTP
hostname and other login information, if applicable.

The elements in the Sample_AdapterInput.xml file correspond to inputs that you want
to send to the test utility, such as the path to a file to be uploaded.

Element Description

<Adapter name> Specify the adapter name. This name must match the name
specified in the Administration user interface for the adapter,
and it must match the value in the adapter config file.
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Element Description

<DestinationFolderURI> Specify a folder in your Cloud repository. This element is used
when retrieving file system information, when creating content
in the Cloud repository, and when getting content from the
Cloud. If you leave the value empty, the test utility goes to the
root folder of the repository.

<DestinationFileName> Specify a destination file name.

<SourceFileName> Specify the source location for the file to be uploaded.

Running the Test Utility
Use a command from the root folder of the test utility to run the test utility and test the
Google Drive and FTP adapters.

java -jar cds-adapter-test.jar Sample_AdapterConfig.xml Sample_AdapterInput.xml

The test utility starts. Before the tests run, you must authorize access to Google Drive.

The utility does these tests on each adapter:

• Retrieves API version information (using the GETAPIINFO API)

• Retrieves adapter server information (using the GETSERVERINFO API)

• Retrieves Cloud file system information (using the
GETFILESYSTEMINFORMATION API)

• Creates Cloud content using the adapter (using the CREATECONTENT API)

• Downloads Cloud content using the adapter (using the GETCONTENT API)

If you did not already authorize access to Google Drive, folow these steps:

1. Copy the URL displayed in the command window and paste it into a browser.

The Google Drive "authorize access" page displays.

2. Click the Accept button to give access to Google Drive.

An authorization code is displayed at the end of URL field. The example below is
similar to the text that displays in the URL field; the segment in italics is the
authorization code:

/osn/fc/CSAuthorizationRedirect?code=4/iAXrDt1-8vRt6rHuh.QjBbvTmHjy

3. Paste the authorization code into the command window and press Enter.

The tests begin.

Viewing Test Results
The test utility generates two files that describe the test results.

The files are placed in the same directory that you ran the command from.

• cdsadapter.results: Summarizes results in a "plain text" table format.

• cdsadapter.output: Shows a detailed description of each test and its results.

If any of the tests fail, you can edit the properties of your adapters, update the
configuration files for the test utility, and run it again as needed.
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Extending the Utility to Add Adapters
When adding a new adapter into your environment, you need to update
Sample_AdapterConfig.xml and Sample_AdapterInput.xml to specify the details for the
new adapter.

In addition to the steps already described for Google Drive and FTP, do this:

• Add a section in Sample_AdapterConfig.XML, making sure that you add any
applicable custom elements such as Headers.

• Add a section in Sample_AdapterInput.XML, paying particular attention to these
elements:

– Specify which tests to run (if a test is not applicable, remove it)

– Add a unique API ID for each new test

– Specify an expected HTTP Code for each test to indicate a successful result

Configuring a Cloud Document Adapter in the Administration
UI

To make a cloud document adapter available to users, the Oracle Social Network
administrator must configure the adapter in the web client's administration user
interface, using configuration details that you provide.

See the Administration online help in the web client for detailed instructions.

The following figure shows an example properties page for the Google Drive adapter.
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Cloud Document Adapter Development Checklist
You might want to use the following checklist as you develop your own adapters.

Step

Practice with the sample by deploying the provided WAR file and testing it. Use a
web browser to confirm that the adapter responds to requests. For example, make
sure the request

http[s]://<host>:<port>/cds-server-gdrive/rest/api

responds with HTTP Status 200 (OK) and the body ['v1']

For details, see these sections:

• The Cloud Document Adapter SDK
• Building and Deploying the Sample Cloud Document Adapter

Use the Oracle Social Network administration UI on your instance to configure the
sample adapter for use in the browser client. In your own adapter you might need
to use XCDSAdapterV1ServerResource and XCDSAdapterV1ServerInfo to
manage information specifically for your adapter, but the sample does not have
any adapter-specific properties.

For details, see these sections:

• Overview of API Interfaces and Classes
• Configuring a Cloud Document Adapter in the Administration UI
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Step

Test the sample adapter configuration by adding information about it to the
provided test utility and running it.

For details, see this section:

• Using the Sample Cloud Document Adapter Test Utility

Test the sample adapter in your environment by copying documents into and out
of cloud document storage.

For details, see this section:

• Processing Flow for a Cloud Document Adapter

Set up your development environment for adapter development. You can build an
adapter in any combination of technology and programming language, but you
need to be somewhat familiar with Java because the REST interfaces are defined
as Java interfaces with JAX-RS annotations.

Build & redeploy the sample adapter from your development environment. Set
breakpoints and watch as a user interacts with it.

For details, see this section:

• Building and Deploying the Sample Cloud Document Adapter

Start implementing the new adapter using the Cloud Document Storage Adapter
SDK.

For details, see these sections:

• Cloud Document Adapter SDK Directory Structure
• Overview of API Interfaces and Classes

Build, deploy, and test the adapter in a standalone environment using the same
steps you used previously when experimenting with the sample.

Configure the adapter using the administration UI.

For details, see this section:

• Configuring a Cloud Document Adapter in the Administration UI

Test the adapter in the Oracle Social Network user interface.

The browser client implements a superset of all the functionality exposed in other
clients. If every button for interacting with your adapter works in the browser client,
it should work in the other clients.
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12
Code Samples

These samples help you learn how to do common tasks.

Topics:

• Java Authentication Sample

• API Quick Start Samples

Java Authentication Sample
The following code sample shows you how to use basic authentication to connect to a
REST API instance in the Oracle Cloud.

package com.oracle.social.utilities;

import org.apache.http.HttpEntity;
import org.apache.http.HttpResponse;
import org.apache.http.auth.AuthScope;
import org.apache.http.auth.UsernamePasswordCredentials;
import org.apache.http.client.CredentialsProvider;
import org.apache.http.client.methods.HttpGet;
import org.apache.http.client.methods.HttpPost;
import org.apache.http.impl.client.BasicCredentialsProvider;
import org.apache.http.impl.client.CloseableHttpClient;
import org.apache.http.impl.client.HttpClients;
import org.apache.http.util.EntityUtils;
import org.json.simple.JSONObject;
import org.json.simple.JSONValue;

public class ConnectInOracleCloud {

    public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {

        String username = "change me";
        String password = "change me";
        String REST_API_endpoint = "e.g. https://osn-aufsn4x0pyf.oracleoutsourcing.com/client/
social/api/v1";
        String X_Waggle_RandomID = null;

        // Configure a Basic Authentication credentials provider.
        CredentialsProvider credsProvider = new BasicCredentialsProvider();
        credsProvider.setCredentials(AuthScope.ANY,
                new UsernamePasswordCredentials(username, password));
        CloseableHttpClient httpclient = HttpClients.custom()
                .setDefaultCredentialsProvider(credsProvider).build();

        // First, make a GET call to the REST API end point.
        // This triggers a redirect to OAM, where basic authentication occurs.
        HttpGet httpGet = new HttpGet(REST_API_endpoint);
        HttpResponse response = httpclient.execute(httpGet);
        int statusCode = response.getStatusLine().getStatusCode();
        if (statusCode != 200) {
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            System.out
                    .println("Basic Auth did not work.  The status code was: "
                            + statusCode);
            httpGet.releaseConnection();
            return;
        }
        System.out.println("Basic Auth succeeded.");
        httpGet.releaseConnection();

        // Second, since authentication worked, we must now get the X-Waggle-RandomID.
        HttpPost httpPost = new HttpPost(REST_API_endpoint + "/connections");
        response = httpclient.execute(httpPost);

        try {
            HttpEntity entity1 = response.getEntity();
            String content = EntityUtils.toString(entity1);
            JSONObject resp = (JSONObject) JSONValue.parse(content);
            X_Waggle_RandomID = (String) resp.get("apiRandomID");
        } finally {
            httpPost.releaseConnection();
        }
        System.out.println("The OSN apiRandomID is " + X_Waggle_RandomID);

        // Finally, we can use the X-Waggle-RandomID to make other calls.
        httpGet = new HttpGet(REST_API_endpoint + "/people/" + username);
        httpGet.setHeader("X-Waggle-RandomID", X_Waggle_RandomID);
        response = httpclient.execute(httpGet);
        HttpEntity entity = response.getEntity();
        System.out.println("A call to /people/" + username + " returned:");
        System.out.println(EntityUtils.toString(entity));
    }
}

API Quick Start Samples
These samples show you how to do common tasks using the Oracle Social Network
REST API.

If you have access to an instance of the developer website, you can use the API
Explorer to expand on these examples by inputting queries in the Resource URI field.
After you specify a GET, POST, PUT or DELETE request and click the Submit button, the
tool returns a request or response, depending on the query, and provides a listing of
fields and types in the Request Body, along with their associated descriptions for
reference.

The API Explorer is on the developer website here:

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/api/explorer/api-explorer-tool.jsp

Create a Conversation

The complete API documentation for Conversations is located on the developer
website.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/api/API_Public/Conversations.jsp

Request:

POST social/api/v1/conversations
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Headers Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8

X-Waggle-RandomID: <random-ID>

Cookie: <cookie-value>

Payload
{ "name" : <conversation-name>, "externalID" : <external-ID> }

name(String) - The name of the Conversation.

externalID(String) - Optional. The ID assigned by the external
application (system of record).

Response:

Data { ... "id" : CONVERSATION_ID, "folderID" : FOLDER_ID ... }

id(int) - Store for future use.

folderID(int) - Store for future use.

Post a Message to a Conversation

The complete API documentation for Conversations is located on the developer
website.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/api/API_Public/Conversations.jsp

Request:

POST social/api/v1/conversations/<conversation-id>/messages

Headers Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8

X-Waggle-RandomID: <random-ID>

Cookie: <cookie-value>

Payload
{ "message" : <message>, "externalID" : "" }

message(String) - Conversation message.

externalID(String) - Leave empty.

Response:

Data { ... "id" : CONVERSATION_ID ... }

id(int)

Upload a Document to a Folder

The complete API documentation for Documents is located on the developer website.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/api/API_Public/Documentation.jsp

Request:

POST social/api/v1/documents/<folder-id>/<document-name>

Headers Content-Type: <content-type>

X-Waggle-RandomID: <random-ID>

Cookie: <cookie-value>
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Payload File binary data. (Include the MIME-encoded document as part of the
request.)

Response:

Data {{ ... "id" : DOCUMENT_ID, "messageURL" : MESSAGE_URL ... }

id(int)

messageURL(String) - Use this url to post "replies" to the document.

Get Conversations

The complete API documentation for Conversations is located on the developer
website.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/api/API_Public/Conversations.jsp

Request:

GET social/api/v1/conversations

Headers Cookie: <cookie-value>

Response:

Data {{ "items" : [...]}

Get Conversation Messages

The complete API documentation for Conversations is located on the developer
website.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/api/API_Public/Conversations.jsp

Request:

GET social/api/v1/conversations/<conversation-id>/messages?
offset=0&count=25

Headers Cookie: <cookie-value>

Response:

Data { "items" : [...]}

This request gets the first 25 messages, returning them with the newest
message first. You can send additional requests to get incrementally
older posts in the Conversation.

Create a Social Object

The complete API documentation for Social Objects is located on the developer
website.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/api/API_Public/SocialObjects.jsp

Request:
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POST social/api/v1/socialObjects

Headers Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8

X-Waggle-RandomID: <random-ID>

Cookie: JSESSIONID=<jsession-id>

Payload
{
"socialDefinition" : "campero.Promotion",
"name" : "Promotion 1",
"externalID" : "campero.Promotion.p000001"
}

socialDefinition - The Social Definition. Object ID or External ID.
(String)

name - The Social Object name (String).

externalID - Optional. The Social Object ID assigned by the external
application (system of record).

Response:

Data
{
"id" : "17395",
"name" : "p000001",
"objectType" : "waggle/conversation",
"createdByID" : "11001",
...

Add Fields to a Social Object

The complete API documentation for Social Objects is located on the developer
website.

https://<staging-instance>/osndevelopers/api/API_Public/SocialObjects.jsp

Request:

POST social/api/v1/socialObjects/SOCIAL_OBJECT_ID/fields

Headers Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8

X-Waggle-RandomID: <random-ID>

Cookie: JSESSIONID=<jsession-id>

Payload
[
{
"name" : "PROMOTION_TYPE",
"value" : "DISCOUNT"
},
{
"name" : "AVAILABLE_NUMBER",
"value" : 100
}
]

Response:
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Data [

{

"name" : "PROMOTION_TYPE",

"value" : "DISCOUNT"

},

{

"name" : "AVAILABLE_NUMBER",

"value" : 100

}

]
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